Death in
The VaUey
Stockton Slaying
o f Gay P astor
Shocks Parish
by Dave Ford

Fundraiser Fever: A Night to Shine\ the Gay Men^s Chorus benefit last
weekend, capped a rash o f well-orchestrated money-making events that included
'Men Behind B ars\ the Coronation and the Cable Car Awards. Top: Chorus
members get ready to go on stage. Bottom: Dinner chairman Jim Hormel and
husband Dick Blum flank M ayor Dianne Feinstein, center. M ore on page 5
(Photos by Thomas Alleman)
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For the past five years, Virgil
Scott, 40, was the pastor of the
Stockton congregation of the
Metropolitan Community Church
(MCC), a 17-year-old ecumenical
Christian church serving gays and
lesbians in over 200 congregations
world-wide. Before that, in a church
career spanning 15 years, he par
ticipated in the MCC of San Fran
cisco, then helped found the MCC
congregation in Ventura, Ca.
He was well known in the Stockton gay community, a man unfail
ingly characterized as gentle, selfeffacing and responsible, a man
given to unleashing the more-thanoccasional positive dream. He is
credited by various members of his
congregation with supporting their
coming out, and was known to the
Stockton Police Department as “the
condom fairy” for his safe-sex
information-disbursement junkets to
the town’s prime cruising grounds,
Fremont Park and Oak Park. Scott
helped create Stockton’s first AIDS
program and served on a poverty
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People Power
C o ra/on A quino's amazing victory in the Phillipines is a
trium ph lor all people lighting for justice. The bitter campaign and
the tam pered election results provided ample evidence that the
pluckv former housewife had gotten under the skin of the powerhungry president/dictator, I rcdinand M arcos.
C hurch leader Cardinal .laime Sin joined forces with military
leaders .luan Ponce Pnrile and Cieneral Hdel Ramos to unite the
troops, the clergv and the millions of people who were tired ol
tyrant M arcos. President Reagan did a stunning about-face and
clearly told Marcos to leave.
We watched in wonder as these diverse and Irequently opposed
powers teamed up to oust a man who has more lives than a cat and
enough ill-gotten wealth to revitalize his poverty ridden nation’s
economy.
.
The presidential palace was ransacked. Glimpses ot hie within
reveal greed, vanity and fear behind the barricaded walls. Imelda
M arcos took her infamous jewlery collection into exile, but closets
and storeroom s contained enough shoes and gowns to clothe hun- i j
dreds of boys for one wild Halloween bash in the Castro. Receipts | | ^
in a musty side room reveal extravagant shopping trips. Various I
dum m y companies conceal millions in real estate holdings in the
Women and the Baths
United States. For twenty years a national leader used his position
to accum ulate an empire and feed his ego at the expense of his
To the Editor;
1 noticed in your last issue of the
country.
________

hour’s walk through the park will cor
rect the impression given by your arti
cle and reveal that a methodical pro
gram of pruning dead and dangerous
branches from the old trees, thinning
paper that the question man asked
dense thickets of brush and planting
people whether we should close the
young trees is in progress. This pro
Aquino's sister marched with us because
baths. In the answers you printed,
gram has broad support in the
every man said “ no” or " I don t
neighborhoods around the park.
she knew that our dream was the same:
care," while the one answer from a
Bueva Vista Park is the centerpiece
woman you printed said “ yes.”
of our neighborhood: for better or for
freedom from oppression and the right to
This seems to me to be an unfor
worse, its character and safety affect
tunate message to the community, that
live with dignity.
our neighborhood as a whole.
women think the baths should be clos
Many neighbors never go in the
ed. I am a gay woman who feels very
park because of its unwelcoming
The murder of M arcos’ archrival, former Senator Benigno
strongly, as an individual and as a
characteristics. There are more than
A quino, on Aug. 21, 1983 outraged the world. Aquino s sister
lawyer, that government should stay
80 kindergarten and pre-school chil
m arched here with Gina Moscone and the gay community at the
OUT of the bathhouses and stop try
dren living within one block of Buena
ing to use AIDS as an excuse to close
candlelight memorial for Harvey Milk and George Moscone in
Buena Vista Boner?
Vista Park, yet few parents or schools
them. I know several other women,
November. 1983. I remember listening to her that night describe
are willing to take children into the
To the Editor;
among them the Coordinator of
park. We are all working to change
her brother’s quiet faith, his genuine reluctance to be drawn into
1
am
responding
to
your
Feb.
14
ar
Gay/Lesbian Health Services, Pat
this situation.
the political spotlight, and the scene at the M anila airport when he
ticle
on
Buena
Vista
Park.
The
piece
Norman, who have been very vocal
The second serious shortcoming
correctly acknowledges the need and
was shot. I'cw people doubled that Ferdinand Marcos was the real
about NOT closing the baths.
with the article is that it unfairly
desirability
to
prune
trees
and
brush
to
culprit. A shabby investigation failed to conceal the president’s in
I just wanted to make sure that your
misrepresents John Hooper’s role in
prepare for new plantings and recog
readers know that the woman quoted
volvement. Watergate in the Phillipines.
park-related activities ("renegade with
nizes
that
ongoing
work
in
Buena
Vista
in the last issue is in no way represen
A quino’s sister marched with us because she knew that our
a personal vendetta,” “ hom ophobe,”
Park
is
of
a
positive
nature.
We
neigh
tative of all of us.
“ th re w r o c k s , ’ ’ “ d ir e c tin g
dream was the same: freedom from oppression and the right to live
bors agree; the park looks better than
Karen J. Langsley
gardeners” ). In fact, Mr. Hooper is in
it has in years! The Recreation and
with dignity. She lit a candle for Harvey and George as we
no way a lone provocateur but has
Park
Department
deserves
credit
and
remembered her slain brother. Benoy.
Christians Lionized
taken a lead role through the Buena
support.
Today we celebrate the rebirth of democracy in the Phillipines
V ista N eighborhood A ssociation
However, the article seriously misTo the Editor:
and the relatively peaceful transition of power. A former housewife
(BVNA) in developing and implemen
Thank you for covering the AIDS
characterizes two aspects of work go
with little political experience has been chosen by the people to lead
ting a park beautification program
awareness month at St. M ark’s
ing on in the park. It is unfortunate
which is based on broad community
them . Corazon Aquino is a woman of strength and conviction, she
Lutheran Church. It is refreshing to
that no one from the Sentinel bothered
participation (including numerous gay
see something positive about the
to contact the Buena Vista Neighbor
has an opportunity to end two decades of corruption.
neighbors) and common sense.
Christian
Community
reflected
in
the
hood
Association
or
John
Hooper
be
We salute you. M adam President, and call upon you to lead
H ooper’s role has been one of ele
fore
the
article
was
printed.
Gay
Press.
your people well, including our gay sisters and brothers in your
vating
the potential of Buena Vista
Your recent article on “ Gay
First, the article inaccurately de
land.
■
Park in the eyes of the community and
Spirituality stated that times of
scribes some work going on in the park
organizing specific activities. He has
crisis give birth to new spiritual
in misleading terms (“ clearcutting,”
stated that public parks are inappro
ARTS
movements. This is true in “ mainline”
"denuding hillsides,” “ stands of trees
Adam Block. Robert Burke. Dick Haabany,
priate places for sexual activities, re
. . . reduced to piles of chips,” “ un
religious circles as much as in “ alter
Eric Hallman, Bill Huck, Mika Matcloll,
gardless of who is involved. The preauthorized
pruning,”
etc.).
In
fact,
an
native”
ones.
Michael Lasky. Randy Lyman, Gary Manger
People
do
not
have
to
be
witches,
PU BLISH ER
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Tom Murray
Hindi, cultic vampires, or shamans to
Mick HIcka, Robert Pruzan,
be concerned. They can be simple
Rink. Stephen Savage
EDITOR
Christians and show a little love. The
Kan Couplamt
point is that they show it. Not keep
TYPESETTING
their light under a bushel . . . or in a
Bill Murney
A DVERTISING MANAGER
Jim Stout
closet.
PRODUCTION
1. Radclyffe Hall, author o f The W ell of Loneliness, a
Bob Nelson
Graphic aid
N EW S
novel ordered destroyed because of its lesbian content
Dave Ford. Robert Haas. Ira Kleinberg.
when originally published, was known to friends as:
DISTRIBUTION
John Wetzl
Military Ball
Michael Hart
a) Clyffe b) Butch c) John
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
To the Editor:
ACCOUNTING
Van Ault. Robert Cole, Joseph Kramer
I’m writing to thank Patrick Toner,
2. The so-called "Father of Ecology", for whom a major
Robyn Whipple
Steve Kuttner, David Lamble. Kan Werner
Christian Andrew and Jerry Vallaire
oceanic feature is named, was also a handsome
of Up Your Alley Productions for the
homosexual. He was:
spectacular job they did in producing
Sentinel USA is published bi weekly by GayFirst. Inc Second-class
a) Alfred Russel W allace, pioneer of natural selection
the Military Ball as a benefit for Com
Dostaqe paid at Post Otlice, San Francisco, California The entire contents
b) Alexander von Hum boldt, explorer
ing Home Hospice.
ol Sentinel USA are copyright = 1986 by GayFirst. Inc and may not be
c) W illiam Bartram, American naturalist
From the lights, sound and enter
reproduced in any manner, either in whole or in part, without written per
tainment to the food and decorations,
3. The artist famous for her heroic murals who stated,
mission from the Editor All rights reserved
they produced a wonderful party —
"As for the males, I like only the bulls I p a in t," was:
and they couldn’t have done it without
500 HAYES STREET, SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102
a)
Mary Cassatt b) Rosa Bonheur c) M arie Laurencin.
the help of the many, many volunte
(4 1 5 )8 6 1 -8 1 0 0
ers. 1 especially want to acknowledge
Answers page 24. Courtesy the Encyclopedia Homophilica.
the performers who gave generously of
Enquiries to:The Encyclopedia, P.O. Box 14514, SF 94114.
VOICE OF THE NEW GENERATION
their time and talent: Sharon Mc
Night, Madeline and the Rough Cuts,
City Swing, Tom Ammiano, Ken
Graham , Darlene Popovic, and Ran
dall Schiller Productions on sound and
lights. The 1985 title holders, from the
leather community to the Royal
Courts added to the festive spirit of the
events.
It is events and benefits like this one
that help so many of our community
agencies stay open so that we can p ro 
vide needed services.
Once again, from everyone at C om 
ing Home Hospice — thanks. You are
very much appreciated.
Debra Friedland

Sentinel
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vailing sense, in community dialogue, based on horticultural and esthetic
is that such a view-point is neither necessities, not the intricacies of sex
startling nor radical but simply an ob ual politics.
I wos limited in space and time
vious corollary to the universally ac
cepted idea thalallpeople have a right from interviewing many, including
John Hooper and the BVPA (though I
to use the whole park.
intend to include these other views in
During the past four years, the
BVNA has made park beautification a follow-up story). My research did
a major priority. The accomplish not suggest / would be well received.
ments of the organization during that Perhaps I was overly apprehensive,
time are extensive. iVe neighbors are but my opinion tvos not shaped solely
by Ms. Wade's comments. In society
very proud of this record.
one must often go out of one’s way to
In contrast to the ongoing work
avoid the semblance of prejudice.
sponsored by the BVNA and other
"The w(fe of Caesar,” after all,
neighborhood groups in the past
' ‘must not be suspect! ’’
H
several years to make the park more
welcoming, “ Friends of Buena Vista
Park ” (“ Friends” ) is an enigma to
Budget Slashes
me and not well-known in the neigh
To the Editor;
borhood. The group is, in fact, con
1 wrote to you recently to tell you
spicuous by its total absence in any ac
what the President’s budget proposes
tual park projects. Indeed, at the pre
for spending on AIDS. Subsequently,
sent time, to describe “ Friends” as a
budget
documents were released with
genuine neighborhood voice is a fic
more detailed explanations of the Ad
tion.
ministration’s plans. These documents
Several years ago, the “ Friends”
make it clear that the reductions in
conducted useful periodic litter clean
AIDS-related spending are even more
ups, but the organization existed in
calamitous
than we first thought.
such a dependent relationship with the
Congress appropriated $244 million
Recreation and Park Department that
in Fiscal Year 1986 for AIDS-related
it would scarcely take a major role in
activities. The new budget proposes to
addressing the park’s serious prob
cut that am ount — for the remaining
lems, some o f which, at that time, un
few months of the fiscal year — by $41
fortunately involved long term neglect
million. In addition, cuts mandated by
by the Recreation and Park D epart
the Gramm-Rudman budget law will
ment itself.
take $11 million more, for a total cut
As concerns over the condition of
of $52 million in this fiscal year.
Buena Vista Park developed in the
(Although Gramm-Rudm an was ruled
neighborhood and neighbors reques
unconstitutional today by the U.S.
ted additional assistance from the Ci
ty, the handful of “ Friends” simply
receded from the scene in terms of
playing any positive neighborhood
role. We would welcome their re-emergence. There is plenty of work to
go around. Instead, during the past
several years, “ Friends” spokesman
Ms. W ade has continually repeated
the dreary refrain that she believes
ongoing park-related activities are in
spired by “ hom ophobia.” This divis
ive message has made it very difficult
for the BVNA and other neighbor
hood groups to develop a positive
working relationship with the Recre
ation and Park Department. Mr. H oo
per has been a particular target o f her
animosity, and your article is simply
another unpleasant example of this
campaign. It is puzzling that Ms.
Wade, who has been civic-minded in
other areas, would play such a nega
tive role in her own neighborhood.
Buena Vista Park is the third largest
park in San Francisco. It has the po
tential — and hopefully will be — a
real showpiece in a few years: a wood
ed hilltop in the middle of the City for
the use and enjoyment of everyone.
The goal o f beautifying Buena Vista
Park has brought many neighbors and
neighborhood groups together. I have
been a neighborhood resident, over
looking Buena Vista Park, for thirty
years and, for the first time in the past
few years, we have really become a
u n ite d n eig h b o rh o o d on p ark
beautification and other important
issues. Please join us in continuing the
positive and important work that the
neighborhood is engaged in.

Court of Appeals, it remains in effect
until the Supreme Court rules on it
later this year.)
In FY 1987, the budget proposes
spending of $213 million, $31 million
less than in FY 1986. Although budget
documents manipulate figures to show
an increase for this year, the simple
and unfortunate fact is that the A d
ministration has made drastic cuts in
AIDS spending.
I will keep in touch as Congress con
siders the budget proposal.
Sala Burton

Trade Secrets
To the Editor:
I thought I should write a short note
of appreciation to Steve Kuttner for his
extensive commentary on my article
“ Trade Secrets.” Mr. Kuttner raises
several objections or amplifications of
the ideas I proposed with. 1 think, a lot
of fairness and some real basis in fact.
As I made clear in my article, the sug
gestions 1 made were simply my opin
ion and are often not substantiated as
scientific fact. However, if we confine

ourselves to scientific fact, there would
be precious little to write about, save
perhaps in obituaries, which for all
their shortcomings have inspired a
good deal of fine music.
As to the controversy between resis
tance exercises (wights) and “ passive”
exercises (yoga, etc.). 1 would simply
offer to share with Mr. Kuttner what I
know about hand stands if he teaches
me about nautilus — provided we
don’t have to publish the results.
Keith B arton, MD

Ouote/U nquote
The Best Policy?
“Here in the States... .there are a lot of things set up to kill romance. Like the idea that people
should be gut-wrenchingly honest 100 percent of the time — which, in the end, makes a liar out of
most of them.”
—
Actress Beverly D ’Angelo in the February Esquire.
If You C an’t Join ’ E m .. .
“Only the losers divide the world into winners and losers. You cannot redeem yourself by joining the
people who — you think — hate you.”
— From "And Eric Said He'd Come” in I’ve a Feeling We’re
Not in Kansas Anymore by Ethan Morrden.
. . . B eat ’Em
“It seems like most of the men I used to date just sit home watching porn on their VCR’s. If they’re
not doing that, they’re out learning how to be aShanti counselor. They don’t return my calls anymore
because ther’re too busy showing the world how wondersul and sensitive they a re ... . Once this
AIDS thing blows over they”ll go on to the next fad.”
—
Robert J. Stone in "From the Leper Colony” in the March First Hand.

c o m p ile d b y Ira K le in b e r g

OUR N E W ATLAS PASSBOOK

PAYS YOU MORE

Polly Glyer

Pruzan replies: There is great
diversity o f opinion regarding the care
of Buena Vista park. Just for the
record, "clearcutting” is not a buzz
word, only the first act of refore
station; but as for "unauthorized
pruning, ” Park and Rec had to take
one man’s chainsaw away from him
when he repeatedly entered the park
to clear bushes near his home. Since /
learned that there was a community
interest, as well as several ongoing
problems from the "Friends” I can
hardly agree that their voice is not ac
tive and genuine. Sometimes one must
play a negative role, as in saying
"No” to injustice.
I now believe, cautiously, that gay
men should not take every pruned
limb as an attack on their sexuality,
and that improvements in the park
should continue to be approached as
intelligently as Park and Rec can do,

The High Interest of a M oney M a rk e t Account
w ith the Confidence and Convenience o f a Passbook!
S im p le a n d S ecu re . With a minimum deposit
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in a certificate. All deposits are federaiiy insured
to $100,000 by FSLIC.
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A t la s m a k e s i t e a s y ! Bring us your old
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Stockton Slaying from page I
committee. A “ private man,” ac
cording to friends, he was
nonetheless tireless in church and
community pursuits. One Stockton
gay bar owner says Scott was
“ devoted to the things he did,” and
Rev. Tere Ann Roderick, Minister
in Residence of the Golden Gate
MCC and a friend of Scott’s since
the early 70’s says Scott was “ sweet,
kind, and helpful. He would give his
last 50 cents to someone for bus
fare.”
So who would want to kill Virgil
Scott? And why?
Stockton police sources say Scott
died of multiple stab wounds on
Mon., Feb. 1? “ sometime between
2 and 6 am.” Evidence shows Scott
was also “ brutally beaten.” No one
is quite sure what happened, but the
killing, according to the bar owner,
is galvanizing Stockton gays.
“ I haven’t seen energy like this in
ing to Stockton Police Detective Sgt.
the gay community since 1 moved
Dennis Carroll, at about 2 am Mon
here three years ago,” says John
day morning, driving his brown
Smolka, owner of The Bootstrap,
1980 Toyota hatchback past Fre
one of Stockton’s two gay bars.
mont Park. He was spotted by a
“ Virgil’s death is tragic, but
“ friend” Carroll declines to name.
perhaps some good will come of it
On Monday morning a little after
after all.”
11
am, George Walker drove to the
MCC founder Troy Perry says he
wine-and-cheese restaurant where
is “ devastated” by the news of
he and Scott worked. Scott, who
Scott’s death.
worked as a food-prep cook to sup
“ 1 always said Virgil was not a
plement his MCC stippend, and
showhorse, but a workhorse,”
who should have arrived at 9:30 am,
Perry says. “ 1 have a feeling of
was not in. No lights shone, and the
revulsion that a man as gentle as
door was locked. Alarmed, Walker
Virgil would meet this end. 1 want
called Scott’s apartment. No one
(the killer) caught, gay, straight or
answered.
whatever.”
“ It wasn’t like Virgil,” Walker
As was his custom, Virgil Scott
says.
“ He always let someone know
preached a 6 pm service Sunday,
where
he was going to be.”
Feb. 16, at The First Congrega
Walker
received a 4:30 pm phone
tional Church, a brick edifice on a
call from Scott’s landlady informing
tree-lined Stockton street where the
him of Scott’s death; minutes later,
25-member MCC congregation
two Stockton police officers arrived
worships. Later, he stopped in at
to question him.
The Bootst?ap, a bar Smolka open
Police say that at 7 am that morn
ed three years ago. It caters, Smolka
ing,
employees of a Stockton Ford
says, to a regular clientele of 30 to
dealership had noticed a brown
50 men. Scott generally visited a
Ex-lover George Walker said their relationship left Scott (Inset) plenty of room for cmising
1980 Toyota hatchback parked on
couple of times a month.
the street outside their showroom.
the local parks.
“ It’s like a family here,” Smolka
They had become curious about the
says. “ We certtunly know when a
ing drunk in public. Smolka says the
Lt. James Riley, speaking for Stockcar by noon, since the driver’s win was parked in the 500 block of
non-regular comes in. 1 have no
bar was “ sheer chaos” for a halfton
Police
Chief
Julio
Cecchetti.
North Aurora Street, about five
dow was halfway open — and rain
violent customers. It’s a congenial
hour, and that the officers gave no
“
Maybe
there
was
some
founda
was pouring in. An employee check blocks from the Bootstrap.
place.”
reason for their presence. He says
tion (for that) at one time,” he says,
Ominously, according to Sloan
ed the car, where he found Scott’s
Scott chatted with friends be
that he, an attorney, Virgil Scott
“ but it’s not the case now. 1 know
and Rev. Elder Freida Smith, pastor
nude body wrapped in a blanket,
tween 9:00 and 10:30. Sentinel
and two men who had been arrested
that historically there has been a
of the River City MCC in Sacramen
stab wounds puncturing his chest.
sources say that the police last week
afterwards spoke with the police
feeling that certain groups of people
to, Scott had received death threats
They had called the police.
received an anonymous tip that
chief — who refused to confer with
fall
between
the
cracks
as
far
as
in
in the months before his death.
That’s all anyone seems to know
Scott was “ drunk” that night.
Smolka since he had legal represen
vestigations
go.
But
we’re
giving
this
“ Sometimes they’re just crank
just now — at least on the surface.
“ Not true,” Smolka says. He
tation.
one
as
much
thought
and
attention
calls,” says Sloan. “ But any call
The police are not saying much: last
says that Scott, never a heavy
“ I never did find out what it was
as
any
other
crime.
We
really
want
could
be
from
someone
waiting
to
week Sgt. Brian Thompson told the
drinker, that night had one draft
about,”
he says, adding that
to
solve
this
case.”
Sentinel it was “ too early in the in kill you.”
beer.
charges
against
the two men were
Riley maintains that the Scott
To understand what might have
vestigation to tell” what happened.
Still, Smolka noticed that Scott
eventually
dropped.
The raid is the
killing is unrelated to the other gayLast Monday, Carroll, the other de happened, it helps to understand the
seemed quiet, and “wasn’t his usual
only
trouble
he
has
suffered
in three
related deaths, and called the
town, where it may have taken
tective investigating the case told the
exuberant self.”
years,
except
for
the
occasional
modus
operand!
“
unique.”
He
place.
Sentinel that not only do police have
Scott’s sister had died the week
juvenile prank.
declined to elaborate further.
Stockton is not exactly a hotbed
no suspects, “ we don’t even have a
before in Salt Lake City, but ac
It was against this background
Sgt.
Larry
Underwood
of
the
of
homosexual
support
—
in
or
out
motive at this point.” But two Sen
cording to Stockton gay activist and
that
Virgil Scott made no bones
Stockton
Coroner’s
Office
told
the
of
the
gay
community.
Smolka
tinel sources claim police detectives
longtime Scott friend Chriss Sloan,
about
his homosexuality and, ac
Sentinel
this
week
that
a
toxicology
characterizes
Stockton
as
a
told him “ everyone is suspect.”
her death did not deeply affect the
cording
to friends, made a point of
report is pending, but said nothing
“ closeted, old money” town har
Carroll says police are “ inter
pastor.
telling
people
who he was and what
about genital checks (which would
boring fearful and apathetic gays,
viewing people;” that they checked
“ She was alcoholic, so he was
he
did.
reveal possible sexual attivity). He
Scott’s car for blood, semen, finger most of whom entertain at home.
sort of expecting it,” says Sloan, a
Speculation is dodgy business,
said, however, that the cause of
Perhaps with good reason; since
prints, etc (test results will be ready
bartender at Paradise, Stockton’s
and
theories abound as to why a
death,
“
multiple
stab
wounds,”
did
last
July,
Smolka
says,
Stockton
has
next week): that he “ did not want to
other gay bar.
well-liked
gay clergyman might be
not
mean
“
mutilation”
or
“
castra
seen
eight
gay-related
deaths,
two
say” whether used condoms had
George Walker, who ended a
murdered
in a supposedly sleepy
tion,”
as
some
had
speculated.
since
December.
Two
gay
men
are
been
found
anywhere
other
than
the
five-year relationship with Scott last
agriculture-based community in the
“
We
have
a
conservative
com
now
missing,
one
an
Hispanic
car
(there
were
none
there);
and
that
fall, disagrees. He says that Scott
San Joaquin Vally flatlands. But
munity over here,” he said.
schoolteacher missing since Jan. 4,
the Police Department is offering a
was in fact slightly depressed about
speculation is the province of police
Not according to a detective who
according to Detective Carroll. All
$1,000 reward for information
her death, and had furthermore
sargeants and detective novelists.
told
Rev.
Elder
Smith
that
“
Stock
leading to the arrest of Virgil Scott’s cases remain unsolved.
been fighting a threerweek flu.
It should be noted, however, that
ton’s
just
a
violent
town.
They’re
“
Some
individuals
think
the
killer. Or killers.
Either way, Scott left the
the
accounting entry recording Sun
not
just
out
to
get
gays.”
police
are
being
far
less
than
effec
Sentinel sources say Scott was
Bootstrap after saying good-night to
day’s
MCC collection offering, on
Who
is
“
out
to
get”
whom
re
tive
and
motivated
in
trying
to
in
found wearing neither glasses nor
each of the five remaining patrons.
which
Scott was working that night,
mains
unclear.
Last
Mar.
17,
11
vestigate
this,”
says
John
Wahl,
contact
lenses,
without
which
he
He said he was tired, and that he
was
left
half-complete — out of
plainclothes
Stockton
policemen
MCC
member
and
legal
counsel.
was
functionally
“
blind.”
In
addi
was going home, Smolka says.
character
for the “ conscientious”
descended
on
Smolka’s
bar
“
like
a
“
The
police
don’t
seem
to
be
too
tion,
the
blanket
that
wrapped
Sentinel sources say he “ defini
Scott,
according
to associates. Also,
SWAT
team,”
he
says.
They
concerned,” Smolka says.
Scott’s body came from his apart
tely” returned to his apartment
Scott
occasionally
cruised the park
systematically
yanked
patrons
from
But
police
apathy
is
a
“
common
ment. Police found no clothes or
then.
Continued
on page 11
barstools
and
arrested
them
for
be
charge,”
says
homicide
investigator
jewelry in or around the car, which
Scott was last seen alive, accord-

Fundraisers Make fo r A Giddy Social Whirl

r

t
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Clockwise from upper left: Dancing after dinner at “ A Night to Shine” ;
Will Tucker singing “ He Hit Me, and It Felt Like a Kiss” at Men Behind Bars;
Empress Sissy Spaceont in a down-to-earth moment at the Coronation;
Ms. Peckerhead and Jim Cvitanich, loyal secretary and her producer from
Men Behind Bars; Charles Pierce and an admirer at ‘‘A Night to Shine.”
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Norman Campaign
Hosts Foat
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AIDS

□ The results of an independently
conducted financial audit of the San
Francisco AIDS Foundation for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1985, are
now on file and available for public
review at the Foundation’s offices. 333
Valencia St. Review of this document
is possible by making an appointment
with the F oundation’s financial
manager, Benjamin Tan. at 864-4376.
The results of the audit indicate that
the Foundation is adhering to general
ly accepted accounting procedures in
the recording of its revenues and ex
penses. The audit also addressed the
dramatic growth in the Foundation
since its inception in 1981. Beginning
as an all-volunteer effort with virtually
no budget, the Foundation has evolv
ed into a multifaceted service and
education agency with a budget in ex
cess of $1.2 million for the fiscal year
1985.
The audit reveals that the Founda
tion is dependent on community sup
port, with nearly 25 percent of its
operating budget provided by in
dividuals, donations and contribu
tions from small businesses.
The accounting firm of Deloitle,
Haskins & Sells donated their services
to conduct this audit.
□

□ The seventh Lesbian/Gay Health
Conference and fourth National AIDS
Forum will take place March 13-15 at
George Washington University in
W ashington, DC.
The National Lesbian/Gay Health
Conference is a result of 20 years of
lesbian/gay organizing efforts within
the health care delivery system and
their local and national communities.
During the past eight years, six na
tional and one regional conference
were conducted across the country to
provide forums for sharing expertise
and resources necessary to meet the
special health care needs of the les
bian/gay population.
The National AIDS Forum was ad
ded as a key component of the Con
ference in 1983 to respond to the AIDS
crisis. By addressing both the AIDSrelated health care and health policy
issues and by developing AIDS service
networks and coalitions, the AIDS
Forum was in the forefront of the bat
tle against the epidemic.
The 1986 Conference and Forum
will be divided equally between AIDS
service, policy, treatment and research
□ A workshop titled “ Endings and
issues and other areas of concern, such
Beginnings” will be given on Mach 13
as a d d ic tio n , m e n ta l h e a lth ,
from 12-1 pm at the Federal Building,
discrimination in service delivery and
Room 9022, 450 Golden Gate Ave.
general lesbian and gay health issues.
Ann Clark, assistant professor at
For the first time, the Conference will
John F. Kennedy University, will be
focus on building coalitions, sharing
the speaker. Her presentation will
resources, and education provider
relate some of the mysteries of ex
within governmental agencies and
istence and tell us how the power
other public and private health care
resides within us to animate all of life’s
systems to achieve the Conference goal
seasons.
of moving lesbian and gay health care
The Workers Forums are co
into the mainstream.
sponsored by Community Mental
F o r m ore in fo rm a tio n , call
Health Service’s Consultation, Educa
202-797-3708.
■
tion and Information Unit in conjunc
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□ San Francisco FrontRunnerswillbe
holding a garage sale March 8 and 9 to
benefit GayRun '86.
Because of an increase of 80 percent
in the insurance coverage, it has
become necessary to raise an addi
tional $900 to stage the event. The
garage sale will be held at 3960 - 18th
St. FrontRunners are accepting dona
tions for the sale. Information about
pick-up or delivery may be obtained
by calling Mark at 641-9051.
GayRun is a non-profit competitive
and non-competitive 5 and lO
kilometer running event produced by
the San Francisco FrontRunners with
proceeds going to benefit persons with
AIDS through the San Francisco
AIDS fund. GayRun ’86 will be held
July 13 in Golden Gate Park with a
new course covering almost the entire
length of the park.
For further information phone
641-9051. Race flyers may be obtained
by sending a SASE to; GayRun ’86,
Mark Indihar, Race Director, 1040
Dolores St. 0 3 0 2 , 94110.
The FrontRunners are also planning
the following events in March:

San Francisco. $4 per person.
Challenge courts will be reserved for
our use.
□
□ Different Spokes, the gay and les
bian bicycling club, is planning the
following rides in March:

Ginny Foat, executive director of
Legal Advocates for W omen, lecturer
and feminist political activist, will be
the featured speaker at a March 6
benefit for Pat Norman, candidate for
the San Francisco Board of Super
visors. Entertainment will be provided
by the feminist readers theater.
The benefit is to be held at 156 Carl
St. and will run from 5:30-7:30 pm.
There will be a cocktail hour from
5:30-6:30 pm, with the entertainment
to follow. Suggested donations are
$15, $25 and $50.
Norman is a health care profes
sional and senior adm inistrator in the
city’s Department of Public Health.
She sits on the board of directors of
such community groups as Polk Street
Town Hall (Larkin Street Youth Ser
vices), Youth Environment Services
and Canon Kip. She is a past board
member of the National Gay Task
Force and the San Francisco Mental
Health Association. She is currently
on the Coordinating Committee of the
local Mobilization for Peace, Jobs and
Justice, as well as the Interim Organiz
ing Committee for the Annual Coali
tion

Shanti Needs Housing
The Shanti Project AIDS Residence
Program has a waiting list of people
with AIDS whom they are unable to
house. Because of this, they are look
ing for two additional houses to rent.
However, they have so far been unable
to find houses or fiats which meet their
needs. Whey need three to six bed
room houses or fiats with a maximum
of one flight of stairs, central heating,
good electricity, and access to public
transportation. Shanti has an excellent
track record as a tenant (the landlords
o f all eight fiats they rent can give good
references). If you know of a possible
fiat or house to rent, call Daphne at
558-9644.
□

Parade Committee
The following Lesbian/Gay Freedom
Day Parade Committee Events are
scheduled for March;
• Wednesday, March 5: Steering
Committee Meeting, 7 pm, at the
parade office, 528Vi Fell St.
• Sunday, March 2: Beer Bust at
the SF Eagle, 12th and Harrison
Streets, 3-6 pm.
•Sunday, March 9: General Member
ship meeting, 5 pm, at 10 Rogers St.
Bylaw amendments will be discussed.

Town Hall Plans
Drug Abuse Forum

Polk Street Town Hall is planning a
• Saturday, M arch 1: Tunitas
co
m m u n ity fo ru m on Y outh,
Creek Climb. Meets at the intersection
Substance
Abuse and AIDS in San
of Highway 1 and Tunitas Creek Road
Francisco at 6:30 pm Feb. 27 at the
at 10 am. Hilly, somewhat steep ter
Old First Presbyterian Church, 1751
rain, moderate pace; 45 miles. Ride
Sacramento St.
Leader: Michael John, 641-9838.
The forum will focus on substance
•S u n d ay , M arch 2: City L oop#2.
abuse
among San Francisco’s youth
Meets at McLaren Lodge in Golden
that may cause transmission of the
G ate Park at 10 am. Low terrain and a
A ID S virus, c u rre n t resources
moderate pace; 35 miles. Ride Leader:
available to prevent the spread of
Bob Humason, 282-3032.
AIDS among youth and an assessment
• Saturday, M arch 8: Healdsburg
of needed services to prevent the
Winery Tour. Meets at the town
sp rea d of A ID S am ong San
square in downtown Healdsburg (at
Francisco’s youth population.
Povell St.) at 10 am. Low terrain and a
Polk Street Town Hall also was a
moderate pace; 35 miles. Ride Leader;
recipient recently of a $650 check from
Karry, 864-2778.
the Polk District M erchant’s Associa
□ Great Outdoors announces plans
tion for its youth program at the
for its spring retreat to Wildwood at
Larkin Street Youth Center. The Mer
the Russian River. To be held May 2,
chant’s Association’s annual holiday
3, and 4, this weekend will head up the
benefit raffle focused on homeless
opening of the Russian River season.
youth services and drew support from
Wildwood is surrounded by 200 acres
many local merchants and residents of
• Every Saturday; 1 to 5 mile run.
beginning spring flower color. We’ll be
the Polk Gulch neighborhood.
B
Begins 10 am at Stow Lake Boathouse,
hiking the many adjacent trails, swim
Golden Gate Park.
ming, canoeing down the river, and
Video Rentals
•S unday, March 2: Muni Pier, 1 to
hot tubbing the afternoons and even
5 miles. Begins 10 am at north end of
Benefit Gay Games
ings away.
Van Ness Avenue.
Outing fees cover lodging, food and
Double Feature Video, 2150 Market
• Sunday, M arch 9: Sausalito
most activities. Members $99, nonSt., will donate a percentage of video
Bridgeway, I to 5 miles. Begins 10 am
members/guests of Great Outdoors
rentals for the evening of Feb. 27 from
at Main and Second streets. Sausalito.
6-9 pm to Gay Games II. Owner Jaime
$105. Deposit of 50 percent due by
□ The Bay Area Racquetbail League
March 15. Space is limited so reserve
Vega previously operated the video
will meet again on March 2, 10:30 am,
soon. Call Doug for information at
store in G ram aphone Records’ nowat Schoeber’s Athletic Club in South
864-6870.
■
closed Castro Street store.
®

UDS ANTIBODY TESTIINl
Free, Anonymous Test Program
Continues in San Francisco
New funding will extend the anonymous AIDS
antibody testing program offered by the
San Francisco Department of Public Health.

Without revealing your name or
identity, you can make an
appointment to learn more about the
test bv telephoning 621-4858. M-F
12-8 p.m. M A K IN G AN
A F F O I N T M F N T D O FS NOT
C O M M IT YOU T O TA KING T H F
TFST. After hearing a brief
presentation at the test site you will
have a chance to ask questions. You
may then leave or stay to take the
test.
The AIDS antibody test detects the
presence of antibodies to the AIDS
virus by using a simple blood test.
This is not a lest for AIDS. The test
docs NOT show if you have AIDS or
an AIDS Related Condition (ARC),
nor can it tell if you will develop
AIDS or ARC in the future. T H E
TEST DOES S H O W IF YOU HAVE
BEEN IN F E C T E D WITH T H E
VIRUS W H IC H C A N C A USE
AIDS.

Although the test is available at
other locations, your anonymity is
guaranteed if you take the test at an
Alternative Test Site. You will receive
your test results at the San Francisco
Alternative Test Sites without
revealing your identity or losing your
privacy. Post-test consulting and
referrals arc available.

If you want general information
about AIDS or the AIDS antibody
test, telephone the San francisco
AIDS Foundation H O T T I N F
(863-AIDS, 9-9 M-F, 11-5 S-Su). If
you want to make an appointment at
an Alternative Test Site for education
or testing, call 621-4858 T-Th. .V9
p.m.: F. 12-5 p.m .: Sat. 8 a.m.-*'
p.m.

Your decision whether or not to
take the text is a difficult one. The
San Francisco AIDS Foundation is
not recommending that you cither
take or not take the test. YOU MUST
D EC ID E FOR YOURSELF. We want
to provide you with information that
will help you make the decision that
is riuht for vou.

SF

AIDS^

FOU N D ATIO N

T D D : 621-5106
Fu nd ing for this message provided by the San Francisco Department o f P u b lic Health

Fruit Punch K .O 'd Again:

KPFA Brass M ove
on Gay Radio Program
by John Wetzl
Months after a stormy controversy that nearly pulled Fruit
Punch the gay men’s program off KPFA radio airwaves, that
program is again in conflict with station administrators.
— a

The show’s producers say they |
will fight new station attempts to
reschedule and curtail Fruit Punch
programming as part of a major
KPFA overhaul.
In a more recent development,
KPFA Public Affairs Director,
Phillip Maldari, who last June ap
pointed one Fruit Punch producer
as executive director, applied
pressure last week to have another
producer terminated.
Fruit Punch Executive Director
David Lamble said he had accepted
the KPFA appointment as director
in order to keep the show afloat.
Now he says Maldari had attemp
ted to use new leverage in asking
for the resignation of Jon Sugar, a
controversial on-air comic per
sonality.
M a ld a ri, re s p o n d in g to
Lamble’s account of the request
said, “ 1 don’t know if that’s true. I
would like to see a stronger news
orientation to Fruit Punch. I’m in
favor of humor. I just don’t think
there should be an in-house come
dian.”
Maldari apparently contacted
Lamble in a move that stirred other
Fruit Punch programmers to fight
the attempted termination of
Sugar.
The extension of Public Affairs
authority into specific Fruit Punch
programming decisions does not
have many precedents. Fruit Pun
chers say. According to previous
agreements, and Fruit Punch by
laws, the program should be an
autonom ous co llectiv ely -ru n

private mental health (troup
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ALCOHOL PROBLEM?
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operation.
Maldari said that Public Affairs
administrators commonly meet
with independent collectives which
produce a number of KPFA on-air
programs.
But programmers for the show
feel that if Maldari succeeds in ex
ecuting a directive once, through
an appointed executive director,
then the collective might lose its
autonomy. Specifically, program
mers fear they could be one step
closer to losing their time slot.
Already a plan has been put
forth which would both move the
program to another time, and
shorten it to one half hour.
The autonomy of Fruit Punch
has worked both in its favor and
against it. Collective members have
stayed away from the discussion
sessions that have played a role in
the development of the proposed
time change. Such a change would
move Fruit Punch from a slot it has
occupied for twelve years.
Lamble said that gay program
ming has thrived in the nine-to-ten
o ’clock Wednesday slot because of
its controversial nature. He said an
earlier time slot could lead the way
to tighter scrutiny.
What also appears to be in con
flict is just who the gay community
is and how it should be represented
on the 94.1 FM band.
Says Sugar, “ I think that the
medium is basically show biz.
They’re not a junta, they’re a radio
station. Being gay is political and I
don’t think politics has to be bor

ing. The best use of radio is uplift
ing programming. 1 work very hard
to produce happy, free, liberationtype programming.”
But Maldari has a different view.
‘‘We have a job to do. Our job is
not to get on the air to spout off
what we think, but it is to allow
people in the community to get
access — to go out and get what
people in the community are say
ing.”
Maldari, who is gay, says that
relations between the show and the
station have varied depending on
who has been in the various posi
tions.
“ I think that being gay makes it
easier to be critical of a gay pro
gram,” he said. Maldari also
thinks Fruit Punch should play
more to a mixed audience than to
an exclusively gay audience.
A former collective member,
Maldari also thinks more AIDS
programming should be presented.
He has criticized Sugar for his
reluctance to produce AIDS pro
gramming.
Fruit Punch ran into problems
when former collective member
Will Shepardson hosted a show in
which pom star Richard Lock used
the term “ ball-fucking” on the air.
At that time, Maldari put the show
on a six-month trial probation
period with Lamble as its director.
KPFA staff is not all united
behind Maldari’s view of Fruit
Punch programming and Sugar.
The progranuner has said sources
with KPFA think Maldari would be
appeased if Sugar would “ cool it”
on the air.
In the meantime, the collective
plans to meet with Maldari and
other KPFA staff to discuss the
situation. Listeners should note
that Fruit Punch continues to air
its popular gay soap, “ My Ex-Wife
Has All My Children.”
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The fim national conference on public. A S5 donation is requested.
AIDS to be organized by one of the The public is also invited to attend an
nation’s churches will be held in San ecumenical healing service at the
Francisco, March 4-7, 1986. Chaired Cathedral on Wednesday, March S, at
by the Rt. Rev. Wilham E. Swing, 6:30 FM. The service, which will be
Bishop of California, The National celebrated by the Very Rev. Alan
Episcopal Church Coiference on the Jones, Dean of the Cathedral, will
AIDS Crisis will bring together promi feature a special laying-on-of-hands
nent scientific and medical specialists, for those suffering from AIDS.
In marked contrast to the reactions
as well as delegates from churches in
over 30 states. Convening at Grace of many other churches, the tenor of
Cathedral, the conference will also be the conference will be one of caring
attended by the five-member House of concern for AIDS sufferers, their
Bishops Task Force on AIDS, which families and ftiends. Together with the
dissemination of information to the
includes the Rt. Rev. Paul Moore, Jr.,
wider community, the San Francisco
Bishop of New York.
Dr. Mathilde Krim, eminent converence is seen as a first step
research scientist and co-founder of towards establishing a national net
the American Foundation for AIDS work of clergy and lay people trained
Research, will be the keynote speaker to minister both spiritually and prac
at the Cathedral on Tues^y, March 4, tically to those suffering from the
at 8 PM. The event will be open to the deadly syndrome.

BALIF Seeks
Lawyer Volunteers
The AIDS Referral Panel needs
more attorneys to volunteer their ser
vices in providing legal assistance to
persons with AIDS. This vital work is
perhaps the most important and
rewarding of all BALIF activities.
Most referrals are for simple wills,
powers of attorney and directives to
physicians. BALIF provides regular
training sessions for volunteer at

torneys so that no prior specialization
or experience is necessary. The panel
has recently hired a part-time ad
ministrator and is in the process of ac
quiring malpractice insurance for all
panel members (hopefully in effect in
about a month). As the number of
referrals steadily increases, we par
ticularly need attorneys outside San
Francisco.
Anyone wishing to volunteer or
seeking additional information should
contact Clink Hockenberry, weekday
mornings at 864-8186.

John Wetzl has been involved with
news programming on KPFA for
the last five years.
■

Conference Strikes Up
the (Gay) Band
San Francisco will play host to the
National Conference of Lesbian and
Gay Bands of America March 8 and 9.
Seventy-five delegates from 15
member bands across the nation will
be in attendance. Meetings will take
place in the Red Cross Building, 1550
Sutter St., starting at 9 am March 8.
That evening at 7 pm, the delegates
will join th San Francisco Gay freedom
Day M arching Band and Twirling
Corps to form the National Lesbian
and Gay M arching Band and par
ticipate in the Chinese New Year
Parade.
The Band Foundation has signed a
five-year lease on the former Pacific
Ballet Building at Mission Street and
Van Ness Avenue. The 7,000-squarefoot space contains three large rehear
sal and performance spaces, four of
fices (one which is vacant and
available for lease) and meeting space.
The dream o f consolidating all the
Foundation’s performing units under
one roof and creating a gay perform
ing arts center has long been hoped for
by Foundation members, and looks to
be coming true with this new building.
A great deal of support is needed
from the community to make the
building suitable. Advice is needed
from knowledgeable people concern
ing the accoustical problems in the
building. Donations of, or leads
towards, low-cost carpet, paint, fur
niture and office equipment are
sought. For further information about
offering assistance, call W ayne
Fleisherat 863-8035.

separate, perhaps, but we are not
different.
Give up your value judgments
for a minute about what constitutes
good and bad, helpful and harm
ful, pretty and ugly, and give the
little kid inside you a chance to
pow up realistically.

HTLV-ril:

M other Nature Persuasive Tbol
— Guaranteed to Spur Individual Growth!
by Jay Baldwin
Baptism by fire made a believer of me! Whereas I used to think that disease resulted when a
foreign organism invaded the body, which could only be killed by specific poisons, I now
feel that disease is meant to be viewed as a physical manifestation of disharmony between
your self and the world.
Correct the underlying dishar
mony, and your body’s own natur
al healing powers will take care of
business — just as long asyou take
care of business!
More and more ARC/AIDS suc
cess stories are popping up, and
word is spreading that you don’t
have to diie if you have problems
associated with HTLV-III infec
tion. A few people — notably,
Louis Nassanez and William
Calderon, have gone public to
spread the word that years are roll
ing by and they are in better health
than ever. As a matter of fact,
Nassanez is so healthy he should
stay indoors more so us normal
looking guys have a chance! But
there are also growing numbers of
practitioners, some MDs and some
not, who are working with groups
of 15 or 20 people, each of whom
are doing fine. The one thing these
people have in common is a spiritu
al re-birth and changing of ways to
healthy patterns. There are stories
of cures much more dramatic than
mine; Nassanez, for example, was
diagnosed with PCP as well as KS,
confirmed by many biopsies. He
works with Santa Monica healer
Louise Hay and has used Vitamin
C therapy. What remains of his le
sions is the same sort if fibrous,
b en ip scar tissue that remains of
my lesions. William Calderon was
at one time a well-known client of
Ward 86, with over 150 lesions
confirmed by biopsy.
When my own lesions appeared
on one ankle, for reasons I’ll make
clear shortly, I chose not to have
anything to do with allopathic —
conventional Western — medicine,
for the logical reason that, since
1981, I had personally nursed
many AIDS patients in several dif
ferent hospitals and clinics, and
had seen the results.

Growing Up Gay
Nobody told me any of this when
1 was a kid in Kentucky — and
growing up gay there was pure hell.
I knew no successful gay people, no
gay couples, and no happy gay en
dings, only horror stories. Like
many others, I was hospitalized for
a time when 1 sought help for tny
“ disease.” Later 1 moved to
Detroit, where I supported myself
working at backpound singing. In
1967, 1 was pretty much the only

then, I had countless sexual con
tacts, abused any number of dif
ferent drugs, and found myself fall
ing out of a relationship that had
been very good, but was ending in a
very bad way.
About a year ago, I found myself
losing any incentive to live. I was in
several high risk groups, had a
number of positive contacts, and
not surprisingly, began to ex
perience tell-tale night sweats. By
February of last year I was
sometimes bed-ridden, and I was
soaking six sets of sheets a day.
Since 1 was now living alone, I had
to change the bedding myself. 1
remember thinking how ironic it
was that once I’d helped scores of
AIDS patients with the same
chores, and now that I needed
help, 1 had none. I was drowning in
self-pity at this point, and feeling
more alienated as time went on.
Rope-like lymph nodes were popp
ing up in all the wrong places. My
fevers climbed from 102 degrees to
105. I rode the fevers out without
antibiotics because I’d seen people
do it in Belize, and they seemed to
recover faster. Besides, 1 actually
found myself enjoying the other
worldly feeling a high fever can
give!

Change of Course

J i y Baldw in an d D ave, his “ other h a lf.”

KS patient.” But people who knew
me about this time last year know
that I was very sick. In my work.
I’d seen hundreds of KS lesions;
some were very untypical, but mine
were of the common-garden varie
ty, and at most there were only
five. Two doctors, one I didn’t
know and one I knew very well, had
a look at them and said, “ KS.”
That was enough for me! As well,
last December I suffered a com
plication not uncommon to people
diagnosed with ARC or AIDS; I
had a bout with neutropenia which
went undiscovered until one day
when I collapsed at work. My
recovery from that episode is welldocumented in medical records at
SF General Hospital so I’ll go into
some detail here. Perhaps my ex
Wirning Signs
periences will show people who are
At the time I was doing this
not familiar with hospitals how to
work, I noticed that the staff have more control over their
themselves behaved like saints;
hospitalization, should they find
they were hard-working, compas themselves in a crisis situation.
sionate and caring, but something
bugged me about the whole Ralet of the Game
business. What it was didn’t snap
I fell out of harmony with thinp
into place until I had to make my
at about the same time I started to
own decision to follow this system
talk — as. I’d suggest, most of us
or not — and I immediately chose
not to. Then I understood what I do. If you’be been around babies
much you probably realize how
didn’t like about working in the
tuned in they are. When we first
system: I’d never want to use it
start to talk, we ask questions
myself. I did, however, take advanabout playing the game of life. In
ta p of conventional medicine in at
my case, when I asked I was told:
least one crisis situation and will
The first rule is that life is not a
use it when its appropriate.
game. Second, everyone must play.
Since I also ipored the standard
Third, you must love yourself and
tests on my progress, you’ll have to
take my word for my present well those around you, particularly
your blood relations, and you must
being. I don’t claim to be a “ cured

love them genuinely, not because
you are supposed to. Fourth, you
must control yourself, and be
“ natural.” Fifth, and above all,
you must try to be sincere.
As dependent children, we are in
no position to see how ludicrous
these “ rules” are. How can you
demand spontaneous behavior? In
reality, living, loving, and being
naturally sincere are all spon
taneous forms of behavior, like
digesting food, or growing hair.
When behavior is forced on us, it
becomes colorless, bland, fake.
Life and love generate effort, but

white guy working at this, and it
bothered the hell out of my co
workers; so I was even alienated
from them. To mask the constant
pain, uncertainty, loneliness and
fear I experienced, I began using
heroin; at first, it worked beautiful
lyI see now what novelist William
Burroughs means when he writes,
“ Not the first time a bad habit sav
ed a man’s life!” , because without
the drug I would have ended up
commiting suicide. That addiction
persisted for sometime, but thanks
to the miracles of methadone

People frequently ask m y advice on healing.
I say, stop being a passive recipient o f health
care and get active, because the reality o f
the situation is that you are your own doctor.
effort will not generate them.
Time and again illusions are
forced on us: that we are each
separate beinp, that these separate
beings are controlled by their egos.
Another illusion: that there are two
sides to every issue; war and peace,
famine and plenty, and yes, life
and death. We are given the im
pression that the two sides are in
actual conflict and that permanent
victory for one side must be the
result. In reality, you and I are not
separate and independent in the
world, we are separate and unique
actions of th^ world. We are

maintenance — and my desire to
change — I can confidently say
that problem’s in my past.
In the meantime, I was getting
too loaded to quickly learn the
back-up parts 1 was given, and
pretty soon I wasn’t getting hired
anymore. I moved to Cincinatti,
began training as a medical
laboratory technician, and, when
I’d completed my internship, left
the country and moved to Belize,
where 1 spent a couple of years
building laboratories. But I was
lonely there, so I moved to San
Francisco. During the years since

Something had to be done’ I
visited a neighborhood clinic where
one of the doctors was a coworker
and also a good friend. When he
examined me I was running a high
fever and I had a rash of B signs. (If
you have trouble with any of the
shop talk in this article, ask so
meone who speaks medicalese.) He
wanted me to be hospitalized, but I
refused. The decision felt good.
Since I didn’t have anything else
to do I began reading a lot. The
book that set things in motion for
me was Jane Robert’s The Nature
of personal Reality. When I’d
worked with hospice patients, I
often encouraged them to read Da
Free John’s Easy Death. Now I
read his other works. I read all of
the Seth books, then Time, Space
and Mind, by Irving Doyle, MD.
Allan Watts On The Taboo
Against Knowing Who You Are
was anaother eye-opener. 1 was
growing spirituaUy and loving it.
I began to understand that life in
this world is difficult and contrary
because these are our opportunities
to grow and become strong. That’s
why everything in this world is tem
porary; no matter how bad
something is, it will end. But on
this plane, we have the ability to
grow more rapidly — a growth we
take with us to other worlds. I came
to believe that there really is no
death, only a changing of planes. I
began to feel a connectediuns to all
things, identified my intuitive
voice, and learned to listen to it
more often. I relaxed for a change,
and began laughing more often. I
changed eating habits, started tak
ing megavitamins. I read about
alternative methods of healing and
tried the ones my inner voice told
me I needed. Flower essences,
among other tools, proved helpful
to me.
A friend of mine and fellow lab
technician happened to be a stu
dent of acupuncture. She talked to
me about AIDS from the penpective of Chinese medicine. From her
standpoint, people diagnosed with
ARC/AIDS were dying because
their yin/yang balance and natural
healing powers were being totally
ipored. She knew some people
Continued on next page

Baldwin from last page
who were doing well on a combina
tion of acupuncture, herbs and
Vitamin C. Armed with my MediCal card, I went to the Quan Yin
Center. By last August, I was in a
state of health and balance I’d
never experienced before.
Things are going well for me
now. As the sole male employee in
a women's health clinic, I’ve been
the focus of a lot of nurturing and
c o n c e rn th a t is lo v in g ly
therapeutic. I find myself feeling at
home amidst the daily barrage of
trichomonas, PID, birth control
pills and planned- and unplannedpregnancies because I can now deal
with the underlying feelings of peo
ple no matter how foreign their
problems are to my experience. But
life was about to deal me another
hand where I would get a chance to
use ail my new-found tools — an
ARC/AIDS complication called
neutropenia.

Holistics
Doug Fraser

A playful, healing experience: eight lov
ing hands apply warm oil to your body
electric and massage you for a halt hour
You then help massage tour other men
Facilitated by Joseph Kramer Drop by any
Sunday. 7 pm at Body Electric School of
Massage and R ebirthing, 6527A
Telegraph Avenue. Oakland $12
Students. $6 No reservation necessary

CERTIFIED ROLFER©

HEALING THE BODY
EROTIC TRAINING

B.A. Dip. Hum. Psych.
FACE DEATH - ACCEPT LIFE
Physical dis-ease and emotional
dissatisfaction are symptoms ot a deeper
spiritual Illness within When we confront
the reality ot our death we lose all fear of
the unknown and discover love The heal
ing force within is then allowed to flow
unimpeded I have 12 years counselling
and bodywork experience Sliding scale
Call 661-6227.

S e q u o ia

You are invited to take one class or all of
the 150 hour program in safe sexual
secrets, erotic massage and rebirthing.
Taoist erotic spiritual practices, technivgues lor healing fhe heart-genital connec
tion Call for free brochure Joseph
Kramer. Body Electric School of Massage
and Rebirthing. 6527A Telegraph
Avenue. Oakland. 94609. 653-1594.

..............
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Thom Lundy

yOGA FOR GAY MEN
Learn true relaxation. to manage stress and
restore harmony to your whole being
Small, friendly beginning and experienced
classes provide a supportive atmosphere to
learn precise stretches with breathing
awareness and guided meditation. Tuesday evenings near 16th Street BART
$ 3 0 /4-week series, beginning .monthly
Callforreservations/info 841 6511 ,

D av i(j E. H e ld

Past Life Regression

CERTIFIED
M ASSEUR
282-6719

Explore your inner self to develop your
greatest potential, overcome fears, bad
habits, sexual dysfunction and learn sell
healing techniques. Improve self-esteem
enhance talents and psychic abihties
through hypnotherapy Call 864-4426 t-'r
Free Consultation

Thomas Bauman
Certified Hypnotherapist
Gay Men and Women
Experience Unique
Probiems:
^ “coming out”
intimacy
self love
AIDS anxiety
STRESS

Jesse Allen
Stress reduction
through breath and bodywork
By appointment, San Francisco
and East Bay locations.
Jesse Allen 763-8794
Tuesday-Saturday iO-8 p.m.
oiiding scale fees for PWA. ARC
Hospice and Shanti volunteers.

Kristopher
Lindquist
East Bay M assage
For the touch you de
serve
deeply relaxing, gent
ly nurturing massage hy
strong, sensitive hands.
Swedish-Esalen bodywork
Convenient location m Norih
Oakland Certified therapist
Call Kristopher at 653-8559.

Deep Muscle
M assage
Firm S w e d ish -style Bodyworn
delivered with sensitivity by an experienc
ed, well-trained therapist $35 tor a 1 V?
hour non-sexual experience Flexible
hours Noe Valley/Mission location Call
Jim Kaatz 641-9812,
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Steve Kuttner,

Rolfing © is a gentle yet powerful
form of bodywork that realigns
the body. Improves posture and
allows chronic tension and aches
and pains to subside. I work gent
ly and sensitively, and have been a
Certified Rolfer © for the past five
years and am also a licensed
psychotherapist. Free Initial con
s u lta tio n s include postural
analysis with photographs.
922-3478.

Crisis Situation
Early last December I went to
work not feeling well. Later that
day I collapsed at my microscope. 1
was experiencing heavy chills,
v om iting, and losing con
sciousness. During the preceding
m onths. I’d frequently badmouthed modem medicine, when 1
should have realized there is
nothing intrinsically bad or good
about it; it’s just one side of a twosided issue. Now I was grateful to
be whisked off to San Franciso
General Hospital. When I arrived,
the triage nurse couldn’t even get a
blood pressure, so the staff got
cracking.
My complete blood count came
back very fast, and my doctor an
nounced, “ Your white blood cell
count is 600 with 22 polys and lots
of bizarre lymphs.” He also told
me I had bacteria visible in my
peripheral smear. I’d worked in
hospitals long enough to know this
was not a pretty picture. The
outlook involved bone marrow
transplants, transfusions, isola
tion, and drugs and more drugs —
and more often than not an early
death in the Intensive Care Unit. 1
knew if I wanted the movie to run
differently, I was going to have to
be my own primary physician and
mn the show.
I began refusing the treatments
the doctors suggested. I refused
arterial blood gasses — I didn’t
need any gratuitious lab data. I
refused admission to the ICU —
that would be like trying to heal
myself in a bus station! 1 did not
refuse immediate administration of
IV antibiotics. Gram negative sep
sis has a high rate of fatality.
Why did I take antibiotics this
time, when normally I wouldn’t?
Because I was in a crisis situation,
but more importantly, because my
inner voice said “ Yes!”
That night I lay awake visualiz
ing bone marrow pouring out
young bacteria fighting cells by the
thousands. I saw myself smiling
and walking out the door of SFGH,
hugging my doctors and nurses.
The staff wanted to interrupt my
visualization with a bone marrow
collection, but I told them I wanted
to see if I could heal myself first.
(And I did.)
I called a friend who was a
follower of Da Free John and a
group of his devotees said the
Prayer of Changes for me. I used
acupressure on my longevity
points. Within 36 hours, to my
own and everyone else’s disbelief.

Group Oil M assage

When the body is relieved of ns tensions
and blockages, its energies are ailowec ’n
flow I combine various trad tnnai and m
tuitive skills of sensitive massage the',
peutic bodywork, and acupressure tor
wonderful 90-mmute session ' also
specialize in deep tissue work and posiu
al re-education to help ease chronic pain
S35 (sliding scale for men with AIDS)
863-5315.

SHIMON ATTIE, MFCC

Being a Shanti volunteer
is not depressing”

M A SSA G E
individuai Sessions
Weekly Classes
Group M assage Group
MILO JARVIS

863-2842

William Teeter, C.A.
My practice combines acupuncture,
herbal therapy, and shiatsu to treat prob
lems such as sports injuries, back and
neck pain, headaches, gastro-intestinal
disorders, viral diseases, pre-AIDS syn
drome, chronic infections and inflamma
tions, generalized fatigue, and allergies l
also provide nutritional and suppimental
counseling to help patients maintain good
health and prevent disease. 621-2921.

Daniel Phillips, C.HT.
Help overcome dis-ease Tap your inner
strength through the powerful combina
tion of hypnosis and visualization This ef
fective short term method can assist in
relaxing, increasing self esteem, over
coming the physical manifestations of dis
ease. dieting, improving memory and
breaking unwanted habits including
smoking. I am a certified hypnotherapist
and trained visualist Free first session for
a limited time 864-1551

Volunteers needed. Cali today for more information.
Mourners attend services for Virgil Scott at Stockton’s gay church.

Stockton from page 4
for sex, according to ex-lover
Walker, who characterized their
liaison as “ open.” A Sentinel
source notes that police say they ac
tually saw Scott dropping someone
off in Fremont Park at about 2:00
am Monday. And the Sentinel has
learned that, contrary to Sgt. Carroll’s assertion, Stockton police in
fact do have a suspect.
The murder may have been the
work of a deranged psycopath,
though Pelletier feels Scott, who
counseled gays, was perceptive
about people’s quirks. It might also
have been either religiously moti
vated or a conspiracy, a fact with
which Lt. Riley does not disagree.
“ We suspect that his being gay
and a minister could very likely have
put him in jeopardy,” he says.
If so, attorney Wahl says, MCC
will seek an FBI investigation, since
both possibilities violate Scott’s civil
rights and are grounds for federal
intervention.
Whatever the outcome, whom
ever the suspect (or suspects) the
Virgil Scott killing is affecting the
Stockton gay community, the
MCC, and, by implication, the gay
community at large.
“ This is the first time an MCC
p a s to r h as been w illfu lly
murdered,” says MCC’s Sandmire.
He points to the Scott killing and

Baldwin from last page
my white blood cell count shot up
to 12,800, with 82 polys, 8 bands
and 2 "juveniles.”
The experience was actually the
most pleasant hospitalization I’ve
ever had; everyone enjoyed it. In
seven days, I walked out of the
hospital and went back to work. By
taking responsibility for my health.
I’d made the system work for me.

Playing Doctor
People frequently ask my advice
on healing. I say, stop being a
passive recipient of health care and
get active, because the reality of the
situation is that you are your own
doctor. What kind of doctor you

anti-MCC arson fires in New
Orleans, LA, Santa Monica, and
Jacksonville (twice last year) as
evidence of “ a terrible kind of
sickness visited on gay people time
and time again.”
At a Virgil Scott memorial service
Saturday, Feb. 22, 450 worshippers
packed the Stockton First Congre
gational Church, collecting $1,087
for the Stockton AIDS Group
(which Scott co-founded with
Sloan). Sandmire called it an event
of “ affirmation and support” to
reassure frightened Stockton gays.
MCC leaders say they will under
take a privately funded investigation
should the police founder (they have
raised over $550 to date). They have
met with aides to Senator Alan
Cranston (D-Ca), who promised to
“ keep tabs” on any FBI investiga
tion.
“ The church won’t let this rest
until we see some sort of justice,”
say District Coordinator Pelletier.
He noted that Rev. Perry will
conduct a 6 pm Stockton service
Sunday, Mar. 1 at the First Congre
gational church at 116 West Willow
in Stockton, and that the church is
accepting contributions to the Vigil
Scott Memorial Fund, do the
Northwest District MCC Office, 150
Eureka St., San Francisco, 94114.
All donations will be forwarded to
the Stockton AIDS group.
■

are is relative to your knowledge of
health issues, so you’d better get
busy learning. If you’re going to
take a medication, make sure you
know more about it than the per
son prescribing it. If a test or pro
cedure is recommended to you, ask
why. What will it tell you? How
helpful is it? How safe is it? Is it be
ing done because ‘this is a teaching
hospital,’ because it’s protocol! or
because you honestly
it? Read
up a lot and talk to others. Find out
what works for you. Work with
practitioners youfeel are right for
you. Grow in spirituality — and if
the word scares you off, remember
it only means “ pertaining to non
material things.” Learn who you
are. Learn to understand that you

A California

Nonprofit

Public Benefit Corporation

Holistic Counseling & Therapy (Physchological);
Diagnosis & Treatment (Medical); Networking & Referrals (Integral)

*

•

4 -i:Individual Sessions V: hr.
Free Consultation
"By using EXPECT A MIRACLE
methods that cause a balance emo
tionally, physically and spiritually. 1
have been healed of an AIDS Related
Condition "
Jeffrey Boggs

Group Sessions
First Group Session
"EXPECT A MIRACLE has impowered me to heal myself Out of
doing the wrorkshop 1realized the con
nection between unresolved conflicts
and illness "
Rocky McKinney

790 California
Suite 37
San Francisco, CA 94108, Tel 415-788-2480

make your own reality — and far,
far more than you may now realize!
Put what you learn to use.
As you become more enlighten
ed and attract people to you, it will
be your turn to spread the truth.
Jay Baldwin wilt be participating
in a pane! discussion on alter
native treatments for AIDS at the
Fourth Annual Whole L\fe Expo
to be held at Moscone Center,
March 21-23. Call 415-459-0279
for program information.
■

Law School Plans
Human Rights Week
The Stonewall Law Caucus, the Na
tional Lawyers Guild, the Golden
G ate University Law School Women's
Association and Lesbians in Law will
sponsor “ Individual Human Rights
and The Law Week” March 3-7. The
following events will take place at 12
pm in Auditorium B at Golden Gate
University. 536 Mission St.:
• M onday, March 3: .Sanctuary
Panel. Speakers will include Bill Ong
Hing. immigration attorney and Stan
ford University law profe.ssor, and Bill
McGivern, chief assistant US at
torney.

• Tuesday, M arch 4: AIDS/ARC
Discrimination Panel. Speakers will
include Paul Boneberg from Mobiliza
tion Against AIDS and Dr. S. Miller
from the In stitu te for Cancer
Research.
• W ednesday, M arch 5: Sexual
Civil Liberties Panel. Speakers will in
clude American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) member Anne Jennings.
• Thursday, M arch 6: Domestic
Violence Panel. Speakers will include
S eren a L y o n , S an F ran cisco
Neighborhood legal Assistance Foun
dation; Valerie W agner, Case De Las
Madres; and a speaker from the Fami
ly Violence Project.
• Friday, M arch 7: Gay and Les
bian Comedy. With Tom Ammiano
and Marga Gomez.
■

Sexual Disfunctions
Gay Males: Sexual Disfunctions
and Impotence. Meeting, lectures,
serious discussion and support group.
Q ualified physicians and guest
speakers volunteer their expertise.
Free. No sales or promotions. March
3. First Floor, Merrill Room, at
Paciric-Presbylerian Hospital, 2333
Buchanan St. Anonymity protected.
Call 474-7978 for more information.

Free
"For someone like myselt, who is
healing himself ot AIDS. I found the
EXPECT A MIRACLE workshop ex
tremely valuable l have eliminated a
lot of unnecessary stress and I am
looking forward to a life of health, joy
and abundance "
Michael Welsch

Exploring Sexuality
and Relationships
Sexuality and Relationships, a full
day’s workshop in which to explore
the deepest realms of your sexual be
ing, will be held on March 2 from 10
am to 6 pm at Shared Visions, 2512
San Pablo-(at Dwight)-in Berkeley. The
workshop will be facilitated by
Richard Lavin, a San Diego-based
professional trance channel and hyp
notherapist.
The workshop will cover such topics
as attracting workable relationships,
the relationship of sexuality to
spirituality, different manifestations of
sexuality and reflection and projection
in relationship. There will be ample
time for questions and answers, and
for addressing whatever concerns at
tendees may wish to explore.
Meditative work, individual and group
exercises and trance channeling will be
included in the day’s journey.
Lavin is a staff intuitive with the
Center for Applied Intuition in San
Francisco.
Attendance at the workshop is by
advanced regi.stration only, and costs
$75. For further information, call
Jason Serinus at 652-2180 before .
March 2.
■

man by completely accepting the present mo
ment. If you enjoy what you have right now. the
fear of losing it will vanish.

Astrologer
R o b ert C ole

February

28-M arch

The ancient Irudiiions o f the zodiac are rooted in
vivid animal images. The word "zodiac" means
evcies o f animals. The animals mentioned
herein comprise the California Zodiac — the
first major revision i f the militaristie Roman
Zodiac in 2500 years. Bv the year 1999, the
animals will he fully reinstated with traditional
dignitv.

Arifs. The Sheep (M ar 21-Apr 19):
Hncl ol-tlic-monlh pressures push you
10 the limit when dealing with land
lords and supervisors. It would be too easy to
manipulate the problem with excuses about your
health or the lack of business these days; but you
should not put yourself on the defensive. You
have a good case against those who oppress you
with unjtistified financial claims. You’ve done
your fair share and now you're only asking to be
treated like a human being. Speak up!
Taurus. The Ox (Apr 20-May 20);
lake note of the V IP’s that come in
and out of your life during this period.
While you sit simply doing your work, several
very powerful people approach you with their
personal concerns. You just happen to be in the
right place at the right time, and luckily you will
have the right answers for their obviously tricky
questions. Winning the favor of successful people
makes you feel successful loo. However, it is not
safe to let exaggerated promises change your life.
Stay low!

12,

(iemini. The Wolf (May 21-Jun 20):
' orgiveness is the key to success in the
coming period. You have to learn how
to forgive those who are hurting you unknowing
ly. Not only should you forgive within your
heart, but you should also approach whoever’s
wronged you and openly express your forgive
ness. Don’t be surprised if your friend is com
pletely ignorant of the pain he/she has caused
you; you mustn’t make a fool of yourself by rais
ing your temper. Just forgive, forgive, and for
give some more, it works!
Cancer. The Crab (Jun 21-Jul 22):
m | k
Playing the "tough guy" for so long
has finally started to wear you down.
Sure, being strong for everyone else is noble and
virtuous, but after a while you start to feel like an
empty shell. Try to remember that nobody cares
if you are sacrificing yourself to make someone
else safe. Your decisions to protect and defend
the rest of the world are strictly your own. And
you could decide to stop playing martyred savior
in an instant. How about right now!

You need some help. You’ve teen
holding your own so far, but the prob
lems ii,.\c piled up so high that you can’t see your
wav around them anymore. Make a point of ask
ing for help from someone who actually has the
strength to lend you a hand. It would be
devastating if you were to put your trust in some
one w ho’s even weaker than you are, again. Ask
around for some professional assistance,.the kind
vou can get for free if you know the right people.
And keep all this confidential, you hear!

Through the winter your humble abode has
become crowded with gifts and memorabilia, old
clothes and empty boxes. There’s even a few old
ghosts left over from the parties and rituals which
kept you warm during those cold days. Go
through your closets, pack up the useless
doodads and send them off to the thrift store.
Make plenty of room for the fun which comes
with spring.

fV

Libra. The Leopard (Sep 23-Ocl 22):
You will be subjected to several tests
^
over the next two weeks. Some will be
educational in nature, and you will have to prove
that you really know what you’re talking about.
Other tests will be necessary to check the status of
your health. All signs indicate that you’ll pass the
tests with flying colors, but you will be forced to
accept ideas about your mind and your body that
you’ve rejected as foolishness in the past.
Through all the challenges of this period your
best friend will be a good luck charm.
Scorpio, The Scorpion (Oct 23-Nov 21);
Talking about others behind their
backs may be one o f your favorite
pasttimes, but unless you find another Scorpio in
whom you can confide, don’t be surprised if you
start hearing stories about your own private life
through the grapevine. After all these months of
thinking that you had the inside scoop on the
others, it turns out that your own personal secrets
are being smeared from one end of the county to
the other. Stop talking about others, and they’ll
stop talking about you.

u

Leo, The Snake (Jul 23-Auk 22):

This time is filled with weird psychic
coincidences. Everytime you turn
around there’s another cryptic clue hidden in the
maze of daily routines. Could all these messages
be pointing to one inevitable conclusion???
That’s right!!! You are madly in love and the fear
of losing your lover is turning into scarey ghosts
which haunt you with worry. Banish the boogey-

I |h

Sagittarius, The Horse (Nov 22-Dec 21);
The first of M arch is a perfect
time to do your spring house-cleaning.

Capricorn, The Whale (Dec 22-Jan 19);
Be prepared to face unexpected pres• w » gyres from your landlord or banker
during this time; your rent or mortgage may be
increased on the spur of the moment. Although it
may be legal, such a sneaky maneuver completely
ignores the trust and friendship which you’ve
struggled to build over the years. Refuse to
negotiate, refuse to pay the increases, and refuse
to be dishonest or vengeful. Your integrity will be
respected in the end.
A quarius, The Eagle (Jan 20-Feb 18):
Money in large amounts comes to you
^ from the most surprising sources. Old
debts which you had completely forgotten are
suddenly repaid. G rants you applied for months
ago are approved. Even the bank is likely to make
a big mistake in your favor this month. Ap
parently your prosperity-consciousness exercises
are really working! But the shock of going from
rags to riches can be terribly upsetting socially.
Leave attitudes but not friendships behind.
Pisces, The Shark (Feb 19-Mar 20);
Pride and self-confidence put you in
a special category all by yourself right
now. Com pared to your friends, you are alive
w'ith am bition and inspiration; the others look
like they are ready to call it quits. You must not
turn back to help those who whine for your
presence. You must go forward in celebration of
a new life. For your secret birthday forecast and
natal horoscope, send your birth date/time/place
and $5 to Robert Cole, P.O . Box 884561, San
Francisco, CA 94188.
■

Sentinel

At Ease
Robert Glückes
LoverasQuarrel
With his first published novel,
a young poet brings new concerns
to past achievements in prose.
by Robert Burke

EUROPEAN PSYCHIC
BY

I have the psychic ability to help you overcome your problems and guide
you to tovo. health happiness and success You have the power to rule
your life and achieve inner peace and tranquility if you understand that
there are psychic forces that influence every aspect of your life Let me
help you prevent frustrations, tragedies and disappointments

E.S.P.
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Song
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St. Paul's Lutheran Church

Robyn D.Whipple & Assoc.
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Between 14th & Duboce
Holy Communion
into 474-4848
7;00pm Alleluia Experience
Office; 1615 Polk St. S.F. 94107

Reverend James Sandmire, Pastor

OVERTAXED?

’85 Tax Filings: 10% Off In March
*86 Personal Tax Plan: $50.00_____

DAVE WHARTON

_______________ Counselor At Law
5031 Diamond Heights Blvd.
648-4440
San Francisco

T h e L ev o lo r®
V e r tic a l B lin d

Sunday Communion
8:30 am

11 am

SALE!
4 5 % OFF
Plus Free

f i l l O 'Farrell Street
.San Francisco, CA 94109
Tel. (415) 92B-7770

A d v e r t is e r s P le a s e N ote:
S en tin e l USA publishes every two weeks.
The next deadline is Friday, M arch 7. for
publication Friday, M arch 14.

Installation

A d d he ig ht, a d d lig h t, a d d th e o u t-o f-d o o rs to y o u r d e co r
w ith th e Levolor V ertica l th e b lin d d e c o ra to rs u s e to cre a te
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In s p ira tio n ’“ p lu s a lu m in u m v a n e s in h u n d re d s o f c h o ic e s

621-7660

Willy’s Window
Products

Gluck, however, doesn’t seem to be the
sort of person who spends an inordinate
amount of time worrying about gods, liba
tions, or for that matter, literary critics. The
first impression of him (and 1 suspect it is as
accurate as any other) is that of an attractive,
soft-spoken man with a frame of reference
which borders on the truly fantastic. It would
not be unkind to say that a conversation with
Gluck, especially when the conversation is
about writing, is rather like browsing
through the entries in a highly selective and
decidedly singular encyclopedia.
A case in point would be his choice of title,
Jack the Modernist. While it refers, on the

one hand, to the school of thought in modem
architechture which, as Gluck summarizes it,
is based on the utopian precept that “ . . if
you would only build perfect buildings, only
perfect people would go into them,” but it is
also a play on the title of a 18th century
French novel by Diderot, Jacques la Fataliste. Even here, however, Gluck pauses and
suggests that what is happening with Jack is
that he has been subsumed by a utopian
philosophy which can’t allow for the in
herent imperfections in man’s nature. As a
result his relationships, or his hopes for an
intimate relationship, can never be realized.

"A m il o f proles! goes up: sensitive nip
ples. tender skin on the inner thigh — the
knowledge o f which equals intimacy — what
happens to these secrets once / have shared
them with so many Freds and I am a
machine whose quirks and eccentricities are
appraised in a cheerfully businesslike way?
If I ’m so dispersed, what happens lo the
possibility o f intimacy fo r me? . . . (ibid).
Jack the Modernist has had more than its
share of problems getting into print.
Originally scheduled for release in Novenyber
of last year, the book was returned to’ the
publisher by the printer I!) who said that it
couldn’t be published by their firm because it
was “ obscene.” Though Gluck was, as any
writer would be. upset by the delay, the no
tion of someone finding his work obscene is
greeted with a chuckle. “ If someone in Mid
dle America, (wherever that is) gets upset
with my work, that’s fine with me. The
books I read, as well as the books 1 write,
aren’t the sort of books that are going to be
treated in the New York Times Book Review.
Or at least not until they’ve already found
their own audience. It doesn’t bother me.”
One should not, however, make the
mistake of thinking of Gluck as an ivory
tower academician. On a very real and

R o b ert B urke

Elements of the
Novel
Jack the Modernist
by Robert Gluck
A seahorse Book
(Gay Presses of New York). $7.95

ost modern American litera
ture is rooted in the techni
M
ques pioneered by its most famous
expatriate authors: Gertrude Stein
and Ernest Hemingway. It is a
literature in which language is
stripped of all its associations and
connotations.

It is a literature where a barc-bones, “justthe facts, ma’am” style predominates and
where the finer points of character and
motivation are left to the readers’ imagina
tion. It has since, unfortunately, degenerated
to the point where it has become a literature
a la carte; most writers, whether through
laziness or through a complete misunder
standing of the use of the technique, leave it
to their readers’ imagination (or lack
thereof) to establish the truth of the ex
periences they hope to be conveying in their
fictions.
This mode has produced its share of mas
terpieces, to be sure, but it has long since
been exhausted by its imitators. It is a sadly
ironic fact that Stein and Hemingway (both
reacting to the flatulence of the literature
which preceded them) have produced, how
ever inadvertently, generations of derivative
hacks who produce little more than pulp
genre entertainments which endure only so
long as it takes to consume them. As a result,
contemporary readers of American fiction
are cheated of any sense of language and
must instead endure the sort of thing you ex
pect from such authors as Norman Mailer.
Fortunately, there is a small but growing
number of writers (and I find it significant
that they are all gay) like Edmund White.
Robert Ferro, Andrew Holleran, and now
Robert Gluck, for whom the novel is not just
an excuse for “ story” telling, but rather an
opportunity to employ language and form in
such a way as to make significant social, sex
ual, and not infrequently, autobiographical
comments.
In doing so they have each, in their own
singular ways, radicalized the novel as a
literary form; each denies, implicitly or
overtly, the concept of life as an equation
which, if only we understood it, could be
summarized, categorized, and dismissed.
On a very real and pragm atic level, Gluck makes his
The associative principle is thrown out in
living as well as his reputation working with words.
favor of life as pain and loss, a place where it
is possible to love (and love passionately)
pragmatic level, Gluck makes his living as
without legalaity, where sex can be had (and
"Until now, we didn’t know the meaning of
well as his reputation working with words. A
had joyfully) without sentiment, and where
suffering, remorse and tragedy. What’s a
graduate of U.C.L.A., holding a Master’s
any sense of redemption comes from the in
little dark night o f the soul compared to
degree from San Francisco State’s highly acterior life and not in empty liturgies.
your one and only body rippling tike a kid's
claiamed Creative Writing Program. Gluck
San Francisco’s Robert Gluck is the new
drawing o f waves, sprouting hair in odd
is a two-time winner of the Academy of
est, and in many ways the mo.st radical,
places, fierce enlargements, terrible urges,
American Poetry Writers Award and cur
member of this coterie. His newest book.
explosions in the chest, panic and tears,
rently directs a poetry writing workshop
Jack the Modernist, is not so much a novel
hormones running wild — the anguish o f
under the sponsorship of the California Arts
as it is the explosion of the very idea of the
unruly pleasures, low and keening like a
Council. Additionally, Ihe Gay Men’s Press
novel. The central problem, as Bob, the
dark wind. ”
j
■.
of London has picked up the rights ioJack
—from Jack the Modernist
book’s somewhat bemused narrator, puts it,
the Modernist for publication this summer.
is how t o ” . . . mesh modernism’s disjunc
And what about that future, the one that
But while merely describing Gluck’s
tion with continuity and depth of feeling?” .
Connelly found so full of foreboding for
techniques may make it seem somewhat inac
For Bob is trying, often desperately, lo tell
modern writers? There is another novel in the
cessible, it is this very quality of using
works which will be dealing with a son’s reac the story of his affair with Jack. “ You’re not
association and connotation which makes his
a lover till you blab about it,” Gluck
tion to his father’s gay murder. And there is
writing so strong and effective. Though there
observes.
also, Gluck tells me. in a disarmingly chipper
is always the temptation to classify Gluck (or
But Jack, Jack the Modernist, is not to be
tone, the possibility of his arrest at the
any other writer of any merit) within a
had so easily. Jack is a modernist in the uto
Livermore Labs later this year where he will
specific tradition or movement, it is, in the
pian sense: his life is dedicated to finding the
be working on a protest blockage with the
final analysis, impossible to categorize his
perfect relationship in an imperfect world.
F:nola Gay Nuclear disarmament activist
work. Though he freely admits to an admira
Caught in this paradox. Jack has discarded
group. Perhaps this isn’t the sort of agenda
tion for other writers, and expecially French
any precepts of “ reality” as being essentially
that the “ turribly” British Mr. Connelly had
writers like Flaubert, Proust, and Genet, he
bankrupt. One of the funniest sequences in
in mind, but it is the sort of thing that, after a
cannot be said to be imitating them.
the novel comes when Bob, previously so immoment’s pause, one finds no surprise in
Every writer, according to Gluck, brings
Continued on page 22
coming from Robert Gluck.
B
his own imprimatur to his work, no matter

The late British essayist and literary critic, Cyril Con
nelly, once wrote, “ Whom the gods wish to destroy, they
first call promising.’’ If that is indeed the case, then San
Francisco author Robert Gluck might want to start pouring
out the appropriate libations.

PSYCHIC CARD & ESP READINGS

how derivative his style. Therefore, one
could not be said to be truly "in the
manner” of, say. Flaubert: the world
Flaubert has created is uniquely his; it can't
ever really be made over by admiration of
other writers, from Diderot to Virginia
Woolf to Edmund While, he is also quite
secure, and rightly so. if maintaining the
singularity of his own voice. For Gluck,
writing is, to borrow another modernist con
cept, a matter of imbuing "old gestures with
new meaning.”

Tem ple o f Drag:

Finocchio’s at 50
Next weekend’s Cabaret Gold Awards
Gala will feature a tribute to a peculiarly
San Francisco institution — Finocchio’s,
the North beach home of drag entertain
ment that’s weathered half a century of
fluctuating tastes and changing values.
Programs and publicity stills from the
nightclub’s halcyon days — some of which
we reproduce here — offer a tantalizing
glimpse of Joe Finocchio’s monument to
female impersonation (the impresario died
late last year at age 88).
Finocchio’s opened on Sutter Street in
the late 30s, just about where Wilkes
Bashford is now (but not for long!). The
club was an instant hit, and soon Joe
moved the operation to a building that
once housed a jail on raffish Broadway.
In the 40s and 50s, Finocchio’s
scrupulously detailed revues were a
magnet for movie stars and maharajahs.
Tallulah Bankhead was one “ steady”

who, veterans of the club recall, had to he
bounced for being unsteady on at least
one occasion.
In those heady times, the club boasted
its own artistic director, who also got into
the act, and did his homework. The
productions’ ethnic and historical drag
were slavishly authentic. Curiosities
included a diva whose wardrobes were
crafted exclusively of crepe paper — all
provided by the people at Dennisons
crepe paper manufacturers who knew a
good publicity gimmick when they saw
one — and a variety of ex-vaudevillians
who’d polished their feminine wiles in
comedy and song-and-dance routines.
Others were there by force. Carroll
Wallace, one of the loveliest of
Finocchio’s cast way back when, recalls
how he got into the business. “ I got
picked up by the Hollywood studios when
I was a kid in Chicago. The studios signed

me as a stock player, and I was working
making costumes. One night the girls at
work dressed me up and took me to a big
studio party; it was so bot my wig came
off — tbe glue had run — everybody
recognized me and that was it. They
cancelled my contract and I’ve been a
female impersonator every since.”
Today, Finocchio’s has lost some of its
iustre; the neighborhood’s gone downhill
since the topless boom of the 60s and the
show’s fallen prey to rising costs. Much of
the audience comes off the tour buses,
and Eve Finocchio, Joe’s widow, who
arranges the programs (three nights
weekly, four shows on weekends) has to
cope with contemporary realities like men
who try to get into the cast who not only
dress like women, hut have become them.
It’s Beach Blanket Babylon for the silverhaired set — but in its own way,
Finocchio’s made history.
H

A M aster and His Student:

A B T s ^Giselle^ Teams Baryshnikov, Fern
by Bill Huck
Last week proved, if it needed proving, that the stars are still the magic potion for the performing arts. At the
American Ballet Theatre, Mikhail Baryshnikov spread his intoxicating spell over not only an Opera House full of
screaming ballet fans but a ballerina as well.
The principal drama at the ABT involved
not Baryshnikov and his adoring fans — an
obvious enough tale — but the interaction
between the great Russian-trained dancer
and his new-found partner Alessandra Ferri.
Italian and English-trained, Ferri has just
begun dancing Giselle; indeed her ap
pearance here were only her third and fourth
performances of the ballet.
On opening night, amid a howling storm,
something was off. Especially in the first act,
Baryshnikov seemed preoccupied; his danc
ing was stiffer, less elastic than in the past. Of
course, this premier danseur has a problem
these days that complicates his relationship
to the audience. He is a movie star and the
least little encouragement will send the
gallery into a frenzy. But he is also the ar
tistic director of the American Ballet Theatre
and he has a responsibility to that company
to share the limelight.
Ferri was lovely; she is a petite ballerina,
obviously in full command of her technique
and possessing a languorous timidity that
suits Giselle perfectly. But again the first act
went almost for nought in her hands.
In the second act, both dancers gave some
perfect examples of classroom technique.
Baryshnikov’s lifts appeared effortless and
so secure that Ferri could concentrate on the
music and her interpretation of it rather than
on keeping herself steady. Though his eleva
tion was not astounding, Baryshnikov’s
ability to hang in the air in the middle of a
leap was. A sweep across the stage, jumping
lightly and beating his toe to his heel showed
that time had not withered this man’s
talents. Ferri was a little awkward in her
movements on one foot, but her extension
was supreme, her poses steady and her turns
electric.

□ Pierre Boulez and the musicians of
IRCAM control a different, but not less
otherworldly magic. In the opening piece, of
their performance last week at Civic
only
had
Ferri
expertly
accomplished
the
On the second night, Ross Stretton and
Auditorium, a clarinet duet with an elec
variation
from
a
technical
point
of
view,
not
Cynthia Gregory were to have danced, but
tronic shadow of itself, the audience was led
only had all parts of those final moments
an injury to Stretton prevented that com
into a musical world that had spatial dimen
been performed exactly in time to the music,
bination. Instead the ABT fielded, once
sions as well as harmonic concerns. After in
but
all
of
the
emotional
overlay
had
reflected
again, Mikhail Baryshnikov and Alessandra
termission, this world was enlarged to a
the
contours
of
the
music
she
and
we
were
Ferri. Gregory is, of course, one of the
small orchestra spread out around the hall.
hearing.
From
her
kneeling
posture,
Ferri
greatest dancers alive, so I was sorry to miss
The instrumentation ofReports dazzled in its
looked
confidently
but
humbly
up
to
her. Yet luck could not have been kinder
clarity and precision. When the percussion
Baryshnikov. The look mirrored Giselle’s in
either to that second audience or to Ferri
ensemble, placed in the four comers of the
fatuation, but it also expressed Ferri’s pride
herself, for Ferri is still learning the role of
Civic Auditorium, first entered, the sensa
tion was like a jolt of otherworldly energy.
Boulez’s preeminence on the contem
The principal dram a at the A B T involved not
porary music scene derives from both his
command of modem theoretical knowledge
Baryshnikov and his adoring fan s but
and his unerring rhythmic brilliance. Boulez
the interaction between the dancer and
can sort out the contrapuntal lines of even
the most complicated argument with an
his new-found partner Alessandra Ferri.
unrivalled certainty. Yet his own music,
aside from some startling early pieces, has
not quite fulfilled the promise implicit in his
Giselle and on that opening night she had in her accomplishment.
apparent talents. In fact, Boulez’s real
In
their
shared
triumph,
these
two
dancers
received some of the most important
genius has often seemed to be in his inter
were
serving
an
art
that
is
larger
than
coaching of her entire career. Without know
pretive abilities rather than his creative
ing it, we had watched not a performance of themselves. Ferri on that second night
genius. So it seemed again at the Civic
Giselle but a master class, taught by one of became the equal to the greatest of
Auditorium. The conductor’s command of
the most accomplished dancers to the most Baryshnikov’s partners over the years. What
the situation was complete, but the com
talented student of the day. It was in the way he had seen them do, was what he had tried
poser’s command of the music, though
Baryshnikov held Ferri, in the subtle touches to communicate to her on that opening
awesome and intriguing, was not so unusual.
of his arms, in the little encouragements evi night.
Personally, I got more pleasure out of
Ferri’s
mad
scene,
the
center
of
Giselle,
dent in his own technique that the master
Charles Wuorinen’s Movers and Shakers at
now could become a tour-de-force of musical
taught his emerging partner.
the Symphony a week later, than out of
and emotional interpretation. To dance
And what a brilliant student she proved to
Repons. Boulez can create a serenely eerie
supremely is one thing, to act and dance at
be. By that second night, in fact, she was no
sound world, but iaRepons he did not shape
the same time as Ferri did is quite a different
longer a protege, but one of the greatest
it into a dramatic whole.
■
accomplishment.
Giselles the world has ever seen. Perhaps my
favorite moment came in the first act, when
Giselle must dance for the assembled
peasants and for her lover, who is seated
stage right. At the end of her variation,
Giselle finishes with a turn, arms supplely
E ric H e ilm a n
undulating, that ends in a kneeling pose. Not

Jean Charles Gil and LndmlUa Lopukhova in La Sylphide

and the lighting by Thomas Skelton. In Act
1, the interior of a Scottish inn, the cheaply
made props and painted backdrop resemble
a bad version of Walt Disney’s cottage for
the seven dwarfs.
In Act II, an attempt at psychological
modernism results in a nightmarish,
psychedelic-induced forest, providing a jar
ring contrast to the Taglioni tutus. Instead of
creating the “ mood” of a supernatural reali
ty — a home for ethereal, magical, enchan-

Sylphide

and Giselle both belong to the Rom antic
period. Both ballets possess the poten tial fo r complete
fu lfillm en t o f the idea o f classicism.
ting beings — the decor and lighting (harsh
and monotonous) effectively destroyed what
ever alternative reality the Sylph might repre
sent.

□ The exact opposite was the case in ABT’s
Giselle. The second act, critical to the
realization of Romantic transformation, was
a dark, mysterious, blue-hued tracery of tree
limbs and seductive vegetation.

Men Behind B an on Tape
The video version of the 1986 “ MEN BEHIND
BARS” show has been completed by Male Enter
tainment Network (MEN video) and can be
ordered thru the mail from the San Francisco
company.
The 2 hour video is available by mail for
$39.95 plus tax and $2 shipping. Check, money
order, or Mastercard Visa orders should be
MEN, One United Nations Plaza, San Fran
cisco, CA 94102.
□

1 Dance

W hat Becom es a Classic M ost?
ver since Helgi Tomasson’s appointment to the San Francisco Ballet’s
top post, there’s been much talk about the Ballet’s decision to embrace a
more classical approach to dicin g . But, I’m not sure how clear anyone is
about what makes something “ classic” or what a return to “ classicism”
means.
Jean Charles Gil’s interpretation of James

E

BaryihiilkoT ia Giselle: time hain’t witbered his talents

Alessandra Ferri, a 22-year-old Italian
ballerina, gave a stunning performance as
the adolescent peasant girl, Giselle, driven to
madness and death by her deceitful lover. In
the second act, Ferri’s childlike, impetuous
character matures into a selfless, protective
heroine — detached from material reality
but purposeful in ensuring her lover’s salva
tion.
Mikhail Baryshnikov, now 38, danced
with brilliance and exceptional clarity,
eliciting ripples of adulation and applause.
His interpretation of Albrecht, particularly
during the first act, was an interesting,
somewhat lecherous portrayal of the noble
youth.
The ABT Giselle, despite modifications
(such as John Taras’ long and unnecessary
“ Pas de Quartre” in Act 1), remains essen
tially the same production that David Blair
created in 1968. It confirms that “ classic”
ballets are the company’s speciality, but of
fers little th a t’s new in term s of
choreography, decor, or reinvention of
classical vision.
In contrast, new life and a “ contem
porary” interpretation struggle to emerge
from San Francisco Ballet’s La Sylphide.
The production invites the participation of
the entire cast (not just principals with the
corps as backdrop). The costuming is
especially inventive — purple, lavender, and
blue recreations of a Scottish plaid — and the
dancing offers great charm, originality, and
zest.
The San Francisco Sylphide — although
not fully successful — is a new, inspired ver
sion of classical harmony and grace.
■

Baryshnikov’s performance differed, too,
between the two occasions. In the first act of
the second evening, he became a part of the
music and the drama. His lifts the second
night showed a little more strain, yet they did
not lose their steadiness. His elevation was
higher in his own leaps, but his ballon — that
ability to seem to hang in the air during a
jump — was less. The sweep across the stage
in the little hops was again perfect.

SFB’s Sylphide and American Ballet
Theatre’s Giselle (recenUy danced within a
week’s space of each other at the Opera
House) are both “ classics” within the
history of dance. In other words, they’re
both critical favorites with repeated perfor
mance records. Yet, if I attempt to explain
which classic Romantic ballet I liked better, I
will have to answer evasively. Both were
flawed and both had moments of brilliance.
Sylphide and Giselle both belong to the
Romantic period. A romantic ballet favors
the creation of “ mood,” transporting the
dancer (and viewer) from the world of the
real (Act 1) to the super-real or supernatural
(in Act II).
Both ballets possess the possibility — the
potential — for complete fulfillment of the
idea of classicism: a code of honor to which
the classically-trained dancer aspires.
Classicism embraces the values of grace, har
mony, balance, and nobility of being.
The San Francisco Sylphide, imported
from Pennsylvania Ballet and choreograph
ed by Peter Martins after August Boumonville’s 1836 version, offers the most promise,
the sequences of movement and Martins’
abilities as a story-teller are excellent. The
ballet moves quickly and the patterning for
large crowd scenes is delightfully effective
and never the usual muddle of bodies.

as a dreamer lost in an overly rigid,
repressive society defined the essence of
Romantic sensibility. His virtuoso techni
que, including pristine fteflte, impossibly cor
rect placement, and slow, languid, floating
jetes, is never at odds with his persona as an
alienated, willful youth.
Unfortunately, the Sylph, danced by Lud
milla Loupukhova, never really connected
with the object of her charms. Loupukhova’s
approach is too hard — almost brittle — to
be taken as the character of a woodland
nymph. She often descends frompointe with
a sharp abruptness.
Also, Loupukhova never conveyed the
Sylph’s tragic fascination with a floating,
colored piece of fabric — the means of her
capture and ultimate destruction.
The ballet’s corps, especially the Sylphs in
Act II, were sensitive, technically strong, and
beautiful to watch. Both Nigel Courtney and
Val Caniparoli (alternates for Madge, the
chief witch) gave superior performances,
combining dimension of both the comic and
macabre. David McNaughton’s Gum was
engaging and buoyant. The pipers (Julian
Montaner, Andre Reyes, and Christopher
Stowell) were especially musical and
animated.
Still, the most unsatisfying aspects of this
production are the sets by Susan Tammany
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John Bolger (top) ponders his impending separation from Michael Ganonng In Bill Sherwood’s Parting Glances.

D irector B ill Sherwood Looks
Uptown fo r Romance, '80s Style
Interview by Ken Coupland
With a budget of barely one-twentieth the cost of the average domestic
feature motion picture, Parting Glances, a 90-minute film by Bill Sher
wood, which opens here at the Lumiere next Friday, signals the arrival of a
fresh and uninhibited talent.
his mind, and Michael just as clearly needs

Ironically, considering its budget,
criticism of the film has centered on the argu
ment it’s too upscale. In an interview over
the phone last week from Los Angeles, Sher
wood talked about reactions to his first
feature — and offered some opinions of his
own.
In conversation Sherwood comes off as
rather laid-back, instead of the sort of hyper
perfectionist New Yorker you’d expect after
viewing Pflr/mg Glances. He was, however,
a bit miffed that he wouldn’t be making it up
to San Francisco on his promotional tour.
As it turned out, he was flying back to New
York to give an interview to a reporter from
the Chronicle who was in Manhattan at the
time and insisted on interviewing him there.
Parting Glances follows the emotional
unravellings of a relationship between two
socially and professionally successful young
men, set against a background of toney din
ner parties and avant-garde art get-

Robert. “ In a lot of relationships,’’ Sher
wood notes, “ Married existence may be a lit
tle bit dull, but it works.” Robert also
recognizes the depth of feeling Nick and
Michael share. “ It’s a case where you have a
best friend you’re on the same wavelength
with, but if you lived together you’d drive
each other crazy in two days.”
Sherwood, who wrote as well as directed,
says he madePori//»^ Glances, among other
reasons as a reaction to what he saw — and
didn’t like — about depictions of gays in
mainstream films. “ I didn’t like the way, for
one thing, gay sexuality is often presented:
That it’s shocking — and the way it’s worked
up to very cautiously, to where you actually
see two men kissing.” Michael and Robert
get it on in the first five minutes — after six
years, we see, the affair’s still hot. “ I wanted
to m ake the sexual aspects very
off-the-cuff,” Sherwood explains, "And
then go on from there.”

Sherwood says he m ade Parting Glances as a
reaction to what he saw — and didn V like — about
depictions on gays in mainstream film s.
togethers, over a sleepless 24-hours.
Michael, played by newcomer Richard
Ganoung, is an oversensitive, difficult com
panion to Robert,^played by John Bolger.
Bolger, a langorous hunk currently seen on
CBS’ The Guiding Light, plays a United Na
tions employee who’s about to leave for a
long-term assignment in Africa — specifi
cally, Kenya.
Michael’s oldest, closest friend Nick,
played by SoHo performer Steve Buscemi, is
an embittered, but similarly successful rock
composer and musician who’s discovered at
a turning point in his career that he’s con
tracted AIDS. What suspense there is in this
rewarding if uneventful portrait of a mar
riage comes from trying to figure whether the
two lovers will come to grips with the real
motives behind their separation.
Sherwood has thought carefully about the
dynamics between the three. Robert, who’s
intelligent enough, clearly loves Michael for

Other cliches that irritate the filmmaker
include “ the dreary world of people who are
suicidal or alcohoUc, hustlers stabbing their
Johns — all the pretty abominable main
stream treatments over the years. What I
tried to do, without being calculating" about
it, was to make this an everyday story of gay
people living out their everyday lives in a
matter-of-fact existence, where, gradually,
political points start to emerge.”
While the film should prove fascinating to
gay audiences, who will be kept busy with its
photogenic cast and locations, it’s harder to
be objective about its mass appeal. In Sher
wood’s experience, “ straight people like it
for the characters, and they laugh at the fun
ny parts; others like the political aspects.
Others are really bugged by it. Some of them
get up and walk out, commenting bitterly
that I’ve made being gay too normal, that
I’m not treating it as a problem.”
Gay audiences may have other reserva-

tions. “ Some people have said the film is too
fancy-looking,” Sherwood admits, allowing
that Michael and Robert’s apartment, which
figures prominently, does seem awfully lux
urious.” That was really rather accidental.”
Ironically, the film's severe budget restric
tions required staging several different loca
tions on the same spot, for instance, the
three main characters’ two very different
apartments. Sherwood’s crew managed to
wangle a large enough apartment for the job,
and, not so surprisingly, it does look rather
expensive. Sherwood prefers to think of the
situation as one where Michael and Robert
lucked into a spacious apartment “ back
when,” before rents really got out of control.
So much for one of the main concerns of gay
liberation at the moment.

In a film where, according to the pro
ducers, gays play gays, gays play straights,
straights play gays, and so forth, attention ^
must focus on actor Bolger, who convinc-*'“
ingly communicates Robert’s sensuality.
Bolger, who signed for his soap opera role
after making the picture, seems to be in a
sensitive position now that he’s something of
a star on television. Sherwood, who recalls
that he realized at one point in the arduous
process of editing that he couldn’t remember
himself whether some of the players were gay
or straight, answers queries about Bolger by
saying, “ Call him up and ask him.” He goes
on to add he can’t figure out why people are
so “ twitchy and ginger” about the subject.
“ How did it ever get to be such a big fucking
deal? I think there’s a presumption there are
a lot of rabidly anti-gay people out there.”
Well, aren’t there, especially these days? If
there are, Sherwood’s dismissive. “ I just
hope they get their act together! I don’t think
things are going to turn out like they did in
Nazi Germany.”
Coming from a New Yorker, Sherwood’s
optimism is unusual. “ In some ways, the
whole AIDS horror has made people more
human with each other. What I wanted to
show in the film is that psychological attitude
is very important — and not just with AIDS.
1 wanted to convey to a general audience,
based on my personal experience, that
people who have the disease can be very
tough about it. They’re not going to say
‘How tragic for me,’ like they’re whimpering
little faggots.” And in fact, Sherwood’s
scenes involving Nick, the doomed musician,
are some of the funniest and most genuine
moments in Parting Glances.
Given the often protracted schedules and
budget hassles that plague independent
films, it’s no news that, with Parting Glances
just out, Sherwood’s already well into work
on his next film, a comedy set in New York
and Rome. “ I’m writing all the time,” he ex
plains about his work habits. As for his
predictions on the new film, “ I’d like to be
able to shoot it this year. ’’
■

FUm Clips ^
M ic h a e l L ask y
Back to the Closet
La Cage Aux Folles 111
The characters in ¿ a Cage Aux Folles
I et a were played with such warmth
and flamboyant disregard for political
correctness that they delighted both
gays and straighu. But the third time
around, they are like dear friends who
overstay their visit. They’ve become so
obnoxious and annoying that we can’t
wait to get them out of our sight. And
no wonder!
This sequel was written by five peo
ple who had nothing to do with the joy
of the original and who obviously have
no comprehension of the gay charac
ters. The same goes for director
Georges Lautner, whose drab style can
only be com pared to a laundrom at
decor. His clumsiness can be forgiven
but the apparent hom ophobia the film
is riddled with cannot. W hen Georges
and queen bee Albin say goodbye at
the train station, G eorge (Ugo
T opazzi) flinches in embarrassment.
Imagine the shame of having someone
see him kiss the man he has been mar
ried to for 20 years!

The story is a contrivance about an
inheriunce which Albin (Michel Serrault) can have only if he gets married
and has a child. But the very idea of
being married without him as the bride
revolts Albin. Georges pretends to be
straight in one scheme to change
Albin’s mind about pursuing the in
heritance. The doctor tells him that
Georges was a pervert who has
reverted to normal. So much for the
progress o f gay lib. The flimsy solution
comes literally at the last minute of the
film, but that is a long two hours too
late. (Galaxy)

S&M: Seductive Mystique
9 1/2 Weeks
Supposedly 9 1/2 Weeks is about an
obsessional S&M love affair that hap
pened to Elizabeth McNeill, on whose
book the film is based. From looking
at Adrian iplashdance) Lyne’s ver
sion, you’d never p e s s it. W hat you
get is like one long, beautifully made
television commercial in search of a
product. Lyne, a former British TV
commercials director himself, certain
ly knows how to construct p eat-look
ing films and how to evoke moods and
atmosphere. He edits films with a
fluidity much like disco deejays mix
music and beat.
9 1/2 Weeks is a giant vicarious
seduction that ensnares us in its web
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The people in John Binder’s lucid,
funny vision of the American frontier
in the California desert are the ones
who read the National Enquirer —
and believe it. But by respecting the
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“THE FIRST FILM TO PUT EVERYDAY GAY LIVES IN AN
INTELLIGENT, ENTERTAINING DRAMATIC CONTEXT”
STEVE WARREN
BAY AREA REPORTER
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Craig Bruce, Berkeley
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Robert Frank. Oakland
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You are invited to an OPEN HOUSE on March 7 at 8 pm. En
joy free bodywork sessions and hear about our massage
certificate training.

N a m e _______

Phone

★

UFOria

Doug Fraser, Deep Tissue Massage SF 863-3315
Briahn Kelly-Brennan. Shiaisu SF 546 97io
Joseph Kramer, Reichian Bodywork Oakland 653 1594
Ruth Scolnick, Acupressure,'Shiatsu Oakland 536 9814
Charles Seltzer, Aston Pallernmq Berkeley'SF 549 2865
Irene Smith, Reflexology SF 564 1750
Robert Sturm, Zen Shiatsu Oakland 653 1594
Jesse Vargas, Sports Massage Oakland'SF 763-8794

_____ a. S S„

F n c lo std IS mv c lu c k l i . r ---------- payable tc (.ABI.F. ( A R A W A R D S

Address

Brazil yy yF ★ </2
A Chorus Line-AW/:
The Color PurpleW -k-kVi
The Della Force
Dim Sum
Down and Oul
in Beverly HillsWW'/i
Dreamchild'A^W W /i
Hannah and Her SislersW ★ ★ 'A
-Joshua Then & Nowyyyy
Lady Jane-A-Sk^FV)
Out of AfricaW Vi

GRADUATES:

MISS Coll.ns' appearance arranged through JOINT VENTURES and LIA BELL,
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The Polyester Jungle
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Weeks

returns, as could well be expected, a
changed man.
His viewpoint o f his life has switch
ed drastically. Now he sees advertising
as just a sham, totally reprehensible to
his new pursuit of finding The Truth.
The entire western world is built on
products that cause cancer and we’ve
become so dependent upon them that
we can’t stop making them. Nobody
tells the truth, not even supposed loved
ones. Dreams and reality blend in the
vivid and vibrant colors on screen, and
it takes a while for us to fip re whether
the scene we are watching is w hat
someone is thinking or actually h ap 
pening.
Directed with a rugged individualis
tic style by Ray Lawrence, Bliss is
madcap, adventurous, engaging, com 
pelling, shocking, moving, funny, sad,
exaggerated and inventive. It gives
answers but makes us work to find
them and for as many answers it does
provide in its satire of the m odem
world, it leaves just as many new ques
tions. (Cinemi 21)

W e g ra d u a te s and fa cu lty o f th e B ody E le c tric
S c h o o l o f M assage and R ebirthing have been tr a in 
ed and c e rtifie d w ith special s e n s itiv ity to the c o n 
c e rn s o f the le s b ia n and gay c o m m u n ity . M any o f us
s p e c ia liz e in w o rk in g with people w ith AIDS/ARC.
O u r b o d y w o rk s k ills in c lu d e S w e d is h /E s a le n
m a ssa g e , a cu p re ssu re , shiatsu. re b irth in g (healing
w ith c o n s c io u s breathing), R eichian b o dyw ork, and
b io e n e rg e tic e xe rcise . Please c a ll us to ta lk a b o u t
o u r s p e c ia l h e a lin g s k ills and yo u r s p e c tfic needs
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With its totally outrageous and black
comedy viewpoint, and its abundant
reference to religious, good vs bad,
symbolism. Bliss is an incredibly
original Australian film that should
not be missed. The entire picture is the
story of a journey o f life.
Harry Joy, a successful advertising
man and brilliant story teller, has a
coronary, dies for four minutes, has
an out of body experience, and

HEALING BODYWORK

8 : 3 0 p.m . - O n -S ta g e In t e r v ie w
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but eventually loses us because it is all
tease and no delivery and all style over
substance. Even the nudity — what lit
tle of it there is in this Lysol-clean
R-rated number — is sterile. What
helps, of course, is the sultry perfor
mance of Kim Basinger as the not toounwilling art gallery clerk taken in by
the magical leer of hunky, moneybroker Mickey Rourke. Basinger has a
soft little girl innocence mixed with a
mischievous curiosity. Rourke at first
steams up the screen with his X-ray
stares but eventually seems boring
because all he does is stare leeringly
and speak in a laryngitis-like whisper.
If you like to be seduced and aban
doned, this is the film for you. Other
wise wait for it to come out on video
cassette. It probably will be here in 9
1/2 weeks, (Regency III)

Bliss

Mickey Ronrke and Kim Basinger in 9

The
Joan
C o llin s
F ilm
T rib u te

Cage aux Folles H I reunites Ugo Tognazzl, Michel Serranil.

very people it satires, it does not
ridicule them o r make judgments but
merely lets them stand as a comment
on American polyester clad culture.
The story takes place in the arid
Mohave landscape where penny-ante,
fly-by-night evangelists like Brother
Harry Dean Stanton preach forgive
ness for a price, where a home is not a
castle but a dusty trailer park, and
where supermarket cashier Cindy
Williams seeks salvation from her
loneliness in the first man who
wanders into her life. He’s Fred W ard,
a neer-do-well Waylon Jennings lookalike, who is a textbook beer-guzzling,
slimeball, macho, love ’em-and-leave
’em wiseguy.
Williams is convinced that a space
ship is going to land and take her away
from her hell on earth. Ward will have
none o f this nonsense — he’s a full
blown believe-in-nothing cynic who
even fakes paralysis for an instant
miracle healing by Brother Harry.
Beneath all of this runs the theme
about believing in yourself and your
dreams which propels us to the ex
pected but satisfying ending. With a
rousing, shitkickin’ C&W soundtrack
and great natural character perfor
mances by all, this is one film — slight
ly odd but still loveable — you
shouldn’t miss. (Ghirardelli)
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W hat’s with This New Vaudeville?
The Detective with Vaudeville Nouveau, directed by Joseph Chaikin. Magic
Theatre through 3/23. Call 441-8822.
Over Their Heads with Fratelli B olopa. Studio Eremos through 3/23.
Call BUL-CRAP (285-2727).

ou hear a lot of talk these days about something called New Vaude
ville, something about clowns and jugglers and physical comedy mix
ed with something that’s, well, new. Admittedly, even many of us who
write about theater aren’t quite sure whether this is a bona fide new genre
or whether we’re just swallowing each other’s hype, but this summer San
Francisco State University is sponsoring the first New Vaudeville Festival,
so maybe we’ll find out then.
Wave, and that is the marriage of rambunc

Y

One thing I can tell you: whatever else
New Vaudeville is, it’s one helluva good
time. And two of San Francisco’s leading ex
perimental theaters — the Magic Theatre
and Studio Eremos — are serving it fresh
from the oven.

□ With the houselights at the Magic still up,
the stage manager walks across the red- and
blue-curtained stage and gives some notes to
the performers in the wings: “ There was
some confusion in the audience last night,’’
she says. “ This is vaudeville, not art. We
don’t want that confusion to arise again.”
She’s referring to The Detective, a new
vaudeville-theater piece performed by a
sprightly troupe called Vaudeville Nouveau
(Danny Mankin, Jeff Raz and Mark Sackett)
along with New York actor and acrobat Leif
Tilden and local actress Lori Brooke. The
plot, such as there is, involves the theft of a
chandelier and the detective’s efforts to ap
prehend the thief (Tilden) and return the
chandelier. Good, simple fun.
Yet there’s a genuine brilliance that shines
through this Keystone-Cops-meets-Next-

tious vaudeville to an informed and
measured theatricality. Director Joe Chaikin
(on the rebound from a 1984 stroke that left
him aphasic) has long been an innovator in
the language of theater, and now he has co
pioneered a form that harnesses the madcap
antics, juggling and acrobatics of vaudeville
to the service of drama, while teaching
dramatic form to meet vaudeville on its own
playful and spontaneous terms. Nowhere in

A scene from The Detective
eludes. “ That’s normal.” ); the cool, trenchcoated detective (Raz) who does little but
shuffle in place and juggle parts of a
telephone; a stuffy, acrobatic butler
(Mankin) who gets fired and attempts to
jump off a six-inch-high model of the Golden
Gate Bridge; a slow-witted cop (Sackett) on
six-foot stilts; a shadowy little Greek drop
ping nonsensical “ clues” (“ If you ate one
meal, then another, then another, et cetera,
how long would it take to eat everything?” ).

One thing I can tell you: whatever else New Vaudeville
is, IVs one helluva good time.
The Detective does there appear what you’d

call a dramatic scene; instead, we’re offered
random snippets of physical action that
possess no meaning whatever without all the
other snippets. One plus one equals five.
The play contains nothing but stock
characters and situations, yet every one is
vandalized: the mysterious lady in black
(Brooke), calculating what ^percentage of
herself is anarchist (“ 98.6 percent,” she con-

Whether through absurd running gags or in
congruous sight gags or whatever. The
Detective makes mincemeat out of every ex
pectation.
Raz, Mankin and Sackett form a talented
and enterprising troupe, and the versatile
Tilden displays a virtuosity that is almost too
much for the show. Brooke portrays a strik
ing femme fatale; I only w i' her part had
allowed more latitude for physical comedy.

The show opens with an appetizer of pure
vaudeville shtick and ends with some hand
somely choreographed and executed juggling
and acrobatics, though you’re likely to find
more raw thrills and chills on Pier 39. The
supremely funny bits come in waves. The
sense of unfettered energy and recklessness
lost by compromise with structure are
regained elsewhere in liberation, in new
ranges of expression both for “ legitimate”
theater and for the emerging New Vaude
ville.
□ On the far side of the tracks (South of
Market) lurk the notorious slap and stick of
Fratelli Bologna, going way Over Their
Heads at Studio Eremos. It’s easy to find;
just follow the crowds.
The fun begins the minute you step
through the doors and are greeted with funny
comments by the Bolognas (Richard Dupell,
John Heart, William Hall and Drew Letchworth), who soon proceed to size up their
“ live studio audience” and then begin
rehearsals for their "live television broad
cast” of some crackpot post-nuclear adapta
tion of Chekhov’s Three Sisters. The action
hangs on a farcical story involving the
Bolognas, three of their wives and their
mother (played by the Bolognas, in drag),
replete with all the conventional plots and
ploys of farce — the misunderstandings that
multiply like rabbits, the witty wordplay, the
fortuitous accidents, and some Three
Stooges brand of physical comedy with be
ing! and kabonk! sound effects offstage. It all
runs with the well-oiled intricacy of farce,
but if you get a little confused about who is
“ beefsticking” whom, you’re probably
laughing too hard to notice. Or care.
The hilarious escapades of Enzo, Pizzo,
Roberto and Franco Bologna as they struggle
to make their movie serve not just the
machinations of farce (burlesque, really),
but as a long rack to hang their wild and
colorful array of hijinks. Their funky brass
quartet, periodic raids into the audience and
just plain old silliness are so entertaining that
you often have to remind yourself you’re
watching a play.
Continued on page 22

A wimung team!!!
Sentinel USA joins the
Golden Gate Business Association
in announcing the
GGBA Directory of
Businesses and Professional
Services 1986.
New expandeci edition.
Publication date: June 1, 1986.
In time for Gay Pride festivities and Gay Games II.
Call 415-861-8100 for display advertising rates & information.
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Gay M en’s C h o ras m em bers perform ing at A Night to Shine”

C abaret
G a ry M e n g e r

A lm ost Spring is Here
t’s a long, wet, dark, chilly spell from the Christmas holidays to the mid-February long weekend, so many entertainment events and parties were
planned for this time called with more hope than accuracy “ almost Spring.’’

I

□ The Cable Car Awards, despite cramped
space and unavoidable acoustical problems,
was a bright, fast-paced, thoroughly well
planned evening, and Raggs’ staff (including
many volunteers) did a great job serving the
capacity crowd. The cabaret entertainment
award went to Jae Ross & Eugene Barryhill
for their outstanding creation “ Nothing But
Show Music,” and Tom Ammiino was
doubly and deservedly honored; first with
Dong Holsclaw for their “ Two Queens in
Search of a MotiT’ and also, individually, as
Entertainer of the Year. The evening was
light on journalistic categories Oust one:
“ Columnist” ), and the winner, to practically
everyone’s satisfaction, was Coming Up’s
Randy Johnson, one of the nicest people in a
sometimes-not-so-nice industry. Several of
us expressed surprise that Bay Area Re
porter’s Mike Hippier had been overlooked
in this category, but that mystery was solved
when he was presented with a special jour
nalism award.
An oversight less easily explained was
the absence of Danny Williams on the com
edy performance b^lot. Five were nomi
nated out of a possible seven or eight, and
Williams is the most frequently employed of
the lot in both the cabarets and the comedy
spots, and has participated in fifty or more
benefits during the past year. Because I was
named in the program as one of a
nominating committee of six, 1 was challeng
ed several times during the evening regarding
this omission, and could only respond that I
was unaware 1 was part of a nominating
committee. A few weeks before the Awards, I
got a quick phone call rattling off a list of

cabaret shows already chosen and asking if 1
had any suggestions to add — comedy and
theater weren’t mentioned. Two weeks later 1
got another call, was told the nominees and
asked to cast a couple votes. Coming Up’s
Gene Price, also on the short nominating
committee list, had an identical experience,
which left us both wondering exactly whodid
determine the nomination slate, and why
we’d never been told we were invited to be
part of the committee.
□ During the same weekend, the Temescal
Gay Men’s Chorus gave a fundraising party
in the Green Room of the Veteran’s Me
morial. Director Robert Tharp chose Leola
Jiles, Molly Breen, Dell Madill and Mercy
Oria to be guest performers. All were in top
form, and Leola was the biggest crowdpleaser (as has often been the case lately).
□ The third edition ofMen Behind Bars was
a merry spectacle along the lines of a younger
“ Beach Blanket . . . ” Gail Wilson was
great as the flame-bright and full-voiced
featured guest; also notable were the square
dance group Winchester, the irrepressible
Randy Johnson as a very convincing Mae
West and, of course, the Tap Tronpe. The
real stars of the show were the scantilycostumed musclemen, and the Tap Troupe’s
Wayne Fkisher, who choreographed it all.
Dowager Empress Jose’s surprise appear
ance suspended on a swing was a perfect cap
per for this high-spirited romp.
□ Two friends were in competition that Sun
day evening: Aldo Beil, best known for his
“ Whole Lot of Bessie in Me,” held court at
Buckley’s Bistro, while multiple award win
ner (with another coming up) Jae Ross, per

once that fundraisers rarely make any money
forming with quartet, gave his final San
for the designated charity, no matter how
Francisco show at 1177 Club to a crowded
house. While both these shows were going well attended, but only serve to profit the
on, the first step — hopefully — toward the
producers and the houses where they’re per
Miss America Pageant was taking place; the formed. The Cable Car Awards, however,
selection of Miss San Francisco. Hands
was both successful and profitable, as was
down winner was Cindy Herron, currently
Men Behind Bars, and both in a good cause.
featured in Tune The Grand Up and □ Another big winner last Saturday’s A
nominated, along with Jae, for a Cabaret Night To Shine at the Sheraton Palace,
Gold Award as Outstanding Vocalist. Her featuring Charles Pierce, Val Diamond,
first subsequent appearance was two nights Sharon McNight, Samantha Samnels and
later at the newly renovated N’Touch on the entire Gay Men’s Chorus, produced by
Polk, during the worst storm in a week of and for Golden Gate Performing Arts as well
real howlers.
as for the AIDS Fund.
□ While on the topic, area cabaret’s “ night
As Executive Committee Chairman
of the year” is coming up March 10 at the Robert Hawk explained it, the chorus has
Gift Center when the Cabaret Gold Awards lost several members who succumbed to
are announced and the contestants all per AIDS, and sharing their evening’s proceeds
form. While working “ out in the field” with with the AIDS Fund was the best way they
smaller clubs and the people who perform in could think of to help.
them. I’ve taken many pot-shots over the □ Valerie Coleman and Evan White were
years at the S.F. Council on Entertainment co-hosts for the evening and Charies Pierce
— both while one of their board members brought all his legendary ladies with him to
and ever since — for perceived failures and regale the crowd. Quick visits in tribute were
omissions, but this group has done a very paid by Mayor Feinstein and theLt. Gover
great deal in only a few years to keep small nor, and by Snp. Louise Renne. Art Agnos
performing spots alive and re-kindle public and John Molinari were among the en
interest in them. Their Annual Awards thusiastic crowd who stayed to enjoy the
Ceremony is the best variety show you’re show, which was followed by a dance played
ever likely to see in San Francisco and tickets by City Swing with Gail Wilson as guest
(priced from $20 to $50 and available thru vocalist.
BASS) go fast.
As a result of the near-capacity atten
□ I guess it’s time now for me to eat a few dance, the GGPA was able to award the
hastily-penned words: I’ve said more than AIDS Fund nearly $5,000.
■

Pop
M ike M a sc io li

Not To Be Missed!

I

can’t say nearly enough about the return of Maxine Sullivan, whose ap
pearance at the Palace of Fine Arts tonight affords us one more chance to
catch this 74-year-old jazz singer in live performance.
Her recent one-night engagement at Kim “ How About You?” , but several excellent
ball’s was her first SF appearance in decades, lesser known songs (five never before on LP,
and it merely confirm ^ what her numerous two never recorded at all): Taking their
latter-day recordings have already proven — rightful place in the treasure chest of firstthat Sullivan is our finest living jazz singer. rate popular song are “ Have Feet Will
She’s one of those rare singers who’s actually Dance” from a ’53 TV musical with Dorothy
improved with age. Her greatness derives not Fields, “ How’dja Like To Love Me?” and
from vocal trickery or mannerism but, in “ Where Have 1 Seen Your Face Before?” ,
stead, from her soft sense of swing, her atten Lane’s last collaboration with lyricist Yip
tion to lyric, and a voice that has more Harburg (with whom he wrote Finian’s
richness, warmth and elegance than it did 50 Rainbow), written a year before Harburg’s
years ago, when she scored her first and big death in ’81.
gest hit, a jazz version of “ Loch Lomond.”
Sharing the bill with Sullivan is famed
Moreover, her taste in material is sublime, blues/jazz pianist and singer Jay MeShann,
as can be seen on any of h er/o«r current 75. MeShann has led a variety of large and
LPs: Uptown (Concord), Goo</ Morning,
small aggregations since the ’30s, and it was
Life! (Audiophile) and two recordings on with his band that Charlie Parker cut his first
Stash, Great Cotton Club Songs OfArlen & sides in 1940. Also on hand: 82-year-old
Kohler (a recent Grammy nominee for Best boogie-woogie pianist Art Hodges. Despite
Jazz Vocal Performance) and Maxine such short notice — the concert takes place
Sullivan Sings The Music Of Burton Lane.
within 24 hours of The Sentinel’s publication
The latter, for instance, is a generous collec — if you genuinely appreciate popular song,
tion of 16 songs, including not only classics jazz vocalizing or just good music, don’t
like “ The Lady’s In Love With You” and miss this concert.
■
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Books from page 13

Rock Preview

pressed with Jack’s library of personally
autographed books, finds one inscribed “ to
Jack - AJl my love, Herman Melville.” The
end result, of course, is that Jack is
constitutionally incapable of having any sort
of intimate (and therefore imperfect) rela
tionship.
But, perhaps it would be more accurate to
say that Jack’s purpose in romantic relation
ships is primarily prismatic. For though Jack
himself can never be touched except on the
most superficial level, he reflects and
catalyzes Bob. Indeed, Jack the Modernist
is, in many respects, more Bob’s story than
Jack’s. Everything is given to us through
Bob’s pained, harried, and somewhat neuro
tic vision. It is finally Bob’s imperfect world,
not Jack’s utopia, that we see \nJack. And
Bob’s world is the specifically gay and ex
plicitly sexual milieu of San Francisco, circa
1981. It is a crazy-quilt that Gluck first began
to examine in his collection of short stores,
Elements of a Coffee Service, where the
nature of things is flux, where lovers come
together, separate, and come together again
and again until we find ourselves sitting with
Bob as he queries his characters about the ac
curacy of his work!
There are a few technical quibbles that I
have with Jack, but they are just that:
technical. The illustrations are bunched
together in such a way that they are difficult
to use as a point of reference, and the copyeditor should have his or her pencil broken in
two. But these are minor points. Jack the
Modernist isn’t for readers who are looking
for straightforward narratives and tidy
resolutions. It is, however, very much for
readers who are interested in a truly dynamic
fiction by a writer who renders life, and
especially the sexual life, with an accuracy
and integrity that is reminiscent of our best
writers.
■

Dave Ford

Adam Block

Flesh in
The Pan

Art Blakey ind the Jazz Mcaaengera;
Thirty-two years ago this majesterial
jazz percussionist debuted The
Messengers, a declaration of roots and
independence that ushered in the hardbop era. In the years since he has
featured such rising stars as Horace
Silver, Wayne Shorter, Chuck Mangione, Keith Jarrett, and Wynton
Marsalis — always showing a keen ear
for coming upsetters. The latest edi
tion are in for a 3-day stint mixing fire
with classic chops. (Great American
Music Hall, 2 /2 7 - 3 /1 ,8 :3 0 * 11 pm,

Flesh For Lula
At the I-Beam, Monday, 2/17/86

here’s always an “ other
hand,” an "o r” for every
“ either,” a “ tails” for every
“ heads.” It’s true in love, money,
sex, politics — and rock and roll.
Take England’s Flesh For Lulu
(FFL).

T

ON THE ONE HAND (EITHER/
HEADS): Here’s a crashing, smashing, pompadour’d faction of rock ‘n’ roll gunslingers, a
hyper-drive dual-axe demolition crew. Think
young, brash and charmingly demented in
black leather. Think a Monday I-Beam show
rife with slamming guitars, growled vocals,
humpy bass, bashing drums. Think loose,
loony and anarchic, sometimes out of time.
Think: sometimes, right on time.
In short (the long view): a raving headslammer quartet thrown together to record
(two LPs so far) and tour, to spread the axeword to hinterlands and innerscapes. Rock
and roll pirates, just like in the movies.
ON THE OTHER HAND (OR/TAILS);
According to TV critic Tom Shales’ current
Esquire cover piece, we’re living in the Re
Decade: “ the decade of replay, recycle, recall,
retrieve, reprocess and rerun.” And rewind.
And revile.
Madonna is Marilyn; Cindi is Janis and
Lucy; Reagan is — always has been — a
benign and grandfatherly image (void, true,

Take your aaoney
OUTOFTHEClDSET.'..
OPEN AN IRA AT

$ 10)

Fine Young Cannibab bring their act Stateside. They’re at Wolfgangs v
Monday night, 3/3.

but then so’s the Beav.) Channeled spirits
(Seth, Joseph, Michael) tell us time is
simultaneous; TV proves it. Flick on cable.
Click! \%1\ Leave It To Beaver! Click! 1968:
The Mod Squad! Click! 1940s: Casablanca!
Click! 1975: The Brady Bunch! There is no
time; retro is futuristic, the future past.
Nostalgia rules, but now we have better days,
forever. Click! 19S%: I Love Lucy!
So switch life channels, to I-Beam Monday.
Click! Four young guys, leather jackets, slick
ed hair. Two guitars, bass and drums. Click!
1962: The Beatles in Hamburg! Click! 1968:
Youngish) Stones! (FFL encores with the
Beggar’s Banquet nugget “Jigsaw Puzzle” —
glory — glory days!) Wait: growled vocals.
Click! 1977: Iggy Pop! Wait: the lead singer
fondles a girl’s breast and crashes around the
stage. Click!
1976: Johnny and the Pistols!
Trusty Roger: “ FFL sounds like ZZ Top
meets the Cult.”
“ With a dose of Slade thrown in,” I add.
Click!

No time, all the time. The past is now, and
now’s the time. FFL blasts us Back to the
Future; we party, tonight, like it’s — 1999.
FFL, lashing two-guitar twirpoid deluxe, is
life passing before your eyes.
Timeless, timely, time out (of time).
■

Theatre from page 20
The audience forms the other half of the
cast, and yours truly and escort were
“ volunteered” for à couple of lively scenes.
What did they make us do? Let’s just say
they let us keep the wax lips. Later, they
passed a bucket of donuts around the au
dience. With boundless energy and histrionic
enthusiasm, the Bolognas filled the theater
and beyond with their outrageous antics.
Reviewing is a dirty job, but someone has
to do it. To review Fratelli Bologna almost
seems unfair. Sometimes you just have to cap
the critical pen and let the waves of laughter
wash over you.
■
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Polkacide, Brave Combo; Sometimes
1 wonder if this lot thought the
Shmenghi Brothers were for real. The
hall is perfect — an inner-city bam.
(The Farm, 2 /2 8 , 9 pm , $6)
Lone Justice, Code of The West,
Wiley: Last year’s ‘next big thang'
from LA failed to “ happen,” but most
of those crowing about ‘the Dolly Parton of post-punkabilly’ ended up
claiming that their debut Ip did them
no kind of justice. H ere’s a chance to
find out, with some local boosters
claiming that O akland’s cow-punks,
COTW, will steal the show. Get along
little doagies. (Stone, 3 /1 , 10 pm,
$9.50 adv, $11 day)
Jackson Browne, Sangre Machehnal,
Whoopi Goldberg: This benefit for
East Bay Sanctuary Covenant is the
politically correct opportunity to catch
up with Darryl H annah’s boyfriend.
Jackson has been writing some tough
new songs, and a new Ip seems long
overdue. He’ll be bringing a band, and
I wouldn’t mle out special guests. I
u n d ersta n d th a t S an g re is a
Nicaraguan folksinger, but that’s just
an informed guess. The incomparable
Ms. Goldberg will only be hosting on
Saturday night, but I’d expect a ter
rific show even without her. Then
again. I’m a bemused but incorrigible
fan of the boy with the Hershey Bar
hair. (Berkeley Com munity Theatre,
3/1 & 3 /2 , 8 pm, $15.50 & $16.50
res.)
Leon Redbone, Dan Hicks: Two of
the rock’s most unrelenting eccentrics
team up. Redbone may have done his
best work on that Budweiser commer
cial, but any m an who seems like
Groucho Marx doing an imitation of
Tom Waits singing the Tiny Tim
songbook can still boggle me into at
tendance. Hicks is one o f the slyest,
dryest maniacs around, and may still
be listed in the Mill Valley Yellow
Pages under Bar Fixtures. I hope he
got some cash from Thomas Dolby’s
worshipful cover of, “ I Scare
Myself,” because, god knows, ever
since he disbanded The Hot Licks and
set out on his sporadic, endless, “ Lonner With A Boner” tour, the man has
been too little in evidence. This is
beyond the darker side of Jimmy Buf
fett, and close to required listening.
(Wolfgang’s, 3 /2 , 9 pm, $8)
Egberto Gismonti, Nino Cineiro:
Two brilliant Brazillian guitarists
share a bill. Gismonti will be familiar
to any who stud their collection with
releases on ECM . Caneiro did the
score for Kiss o f The Spider Woman.
Consider this the Portuguese answer to
Pat Metheny. (G reat American Music
Hall, 3 /2 , 8:30 pm , $10)
PiUy Cline k The Texw G-Spots,
Non Fiction; If you don’t know that
death has only improved country’s
greatest female singer-wake U P,
Sheila! A rturo keeps threatening to
retire the act, but I’m pushing for
legislation to insure that he doesn’t
even toy with the idea. The openers,
featuring two brothers from Kentucky,
had to go to England for some just
desserts where Elvis Costello signed
them to his Demon label. They’re cur
rently getting some off their swampy,
crack single, “ Dead Into West
Virginia,” and an Ip should be out
soon as an im port. (I-Beam, 3 /3 , 11
pm, $6)

Hne Young Caonlbils, Monkey
Rhythm: When Dave Wakeling and
Rankin Roger seceded from The Beat,
to form General Public, guitarist and
bassist Cox and Steel spent a couple of
years scaring up a new vocalist. When
they discovered Roland Gift, with a
terse quaver worthy of Desmond
Decker, they formed FYC. Their
debut single, “ Johnny Come H om e,”
proved a haunting, if irksome, dance
floor staple; now the lads are bringing
their act Stateside. It’ll be a homecom
ing for the local openers whose EP,
This Must Be The Place, is just out on
415 Records; they’re sharing the road
with the limey chart-scalers. Rhythm
Monkeys welcome. (Wolfgang’s, 3 /4 ,
8 pm, $10 adv, $11 day)
Jerry Lee Lewis, TBA; Homophobe
evangelist Jimmy Swaggert’s cousin,
Jerry Lee, has long believed that
rock'n’roll is Satan’s work, but the
self-m ade m onster, self-nam ed
“ Killer,” still plays it with the dread,
rage, and dare of a true believer
possessed by the appetites of a
Nietschean juvenile delinquent. It has
been 30 years since Jerry Lee pressed
his first single, and his story (as
brilliantly told in Nick Tosches’
Hellfire), is an American gothic
wonder: chilling, tragic, and magnifi
cent. With luck, both good and bad,
which he seems blessed with in abun
dance, the living proof will take the
stage on down to the crossroads. Buy
early. (Stone, 3 /5 9 pm, $13.50 adv,
$15 day)

Tnoslaler: The “ Everywhere That

I’m Not” com bo gear up for the
release of an EP, Study In Love, which
includes a cover of The Jefferson
Airpla.ne’s “ Today,” and a subse
quent Ip, Evenings of The harvest,
with this small club date. With positive
rumors surfacing on the upcoming Ip,
think of this as a promising sneak
preview. If it stinks, you can always
catch oldies night and cheap beer
across the street at The Stud. (Gasis,
3 /5 , II pm, $5)
I bin White Rope, Code of The West,
Non Fktlon: The Davis-based head
liner fashion a sinister and sly version
of pop with chestnuts-to-be like,
“ Dead G ram m as Gn A T rain.”
“ CGTW, if you missed them opening
for Lone Justice, are riding their new
single, “ D angerous R oadhouse
Blues,” b /w “ Another Sad Song For
Hopeless Useless Junkies.” An edgecity spectacular. (VIS Club, 3 /7 , 9
pm, $6)
Laurie Anderson: Everyone’s favorite
performance-artist (don’t quibble!) —
finally brings her thrice-rescheduled
new show into town, but if you still
haven’t bought tickets you’re prob
ably out o f luck. Ducats for the
cancelled dates virtually made this a
sell-out as soon as it was announced.
Her “ live film” and \p,Home of The
Brave, are due soon though, so don’t
get all suicidal about it. If you stand a
chance of making this show though.
I’d take it. (Berkeley Community
Theatre, 3 /7 , 8 pm, $16.50 res.)

Big Audio Dynamite, TBA: When
The Clash split up, Strummer and
Simenon took the name and hit the
road with it. Mick Jones holed up, bid
ed his lime, and finally emerged
leading this lot, with a savvy dubwise
Ip that blew his former band-m ate’s
debut effort out of the water, and ap
parently into dissolution. How this
seductive brew will play live is another
question, but this venerable hall seems
a fine place to have it answered.
(Fillmore, 3 /7 ,9 pm, $13.50 adv, $15
day)
Sheila E., Coke Escovedo Band;
U nder Prince’s tutelege, Sheila’s
transformation into a leading lady was
a deserving marvel, but — despite her
wicked chops opening for the main
man her show seemed like a polished
piece of Vegas — precise novelty; hipper, but no less contrived. These dates
are being filmed — though I don’t
know what for — and Prince may
choose to embolden the proceeding with
his regal presence. Then again, this
could well be a declaration of in
dependence. Flip a coin. Her dad’s
band will open, and well, Tito Puente
the man is not. A wild card. (Warfield
Theatre, 3 /8 & 3 /9 , 8 pm, $15 res.)
Deborah lyiU, Longshoremen, Rivals
with cuff Hnnl, Sachico, Blake
Nelson: This second ‘Spoken and
Acoustic’ roster is one for the adven
turous. Blake and Cliff are poets.
Sachico is a Japanese folksinger. The
Longshoremen, who put together one
drop-dead marvel, “ W hat Is Beat?”

will declaim over tapes, lyall won’t be
reviewing material from her upcoming
solo Ip, Strange Language, but pre
senting a straig h t-ah ead , solo,
reading. If you’ve got five hours and
five bucks there are certainly worse
ways you could spend this Sunday
afternoon. (Wolfgangs, 3 /9 , 4 p m -9
pm, $5)
Scraping Foetus Off The Wheel,
Negitivland: You want an “ out” ar
tist — w illfully ab rasiv e and
astonishing, perversely random and
alarming; well, Jim Thirlwell has been
playing the part under various aliases
for a few years now, and developed a
following. Could you be a latent
acolyte? Did you mourn the passing of
The Caldron? Does the sound of a
wrecking ball secretly make you smile?
I hope Dr. Gene Scott makes this
show. The openers, from Concord,
have been doing their techno-demento
act for years, with a humor so dry it
blisters. W ear velcro. (I-Beam, 3/10,
10:30 pm, $6)
J.D. Souther: This straggler from the
LA Music Mafia co-wrote “ The Best
o f My Love” for The Eagles, and
wrote “ Faithless Love” and “ Red,
White, and Blues” for Linda Ronsladt. His solo career has been a bit of
a non-starter, but, hell, this gig could
turn that around. The man had the
Don Johnson look before Miami Vice.
I ’m hoping Linda will pop in for some
duets. (Gasis, 3/12, 11 pm, $7)

MIDNITE
MADNESS
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11:30 p.m. to Closing
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M ix e d R eview s

"Twice A Month
March 1 — March 7

Goings On in the Next Two Weeks

S a tu rila ). M arch I
★ Special Shanli B e n e f it p e r f o r m a n c e of
Deer Rase. Tony f \ ’llierinoi'M.riiic;ill> :ia:l;iimcd play with masks; 5 pm, S I2 ai riicaire A r
taud. Call 864-27B.
Association of I.eshian and (iay Asians llflli an 
niversary celebration; cocktails 6 pm. banquet 7
pm at Yang Sing restaurant. Call S61-4‘’67.
★ WW.vM, Tom .Ammiano’s held-over hit show,
has won raves from the dailies; final performance
before it moves is a benefit for Gay Games II; S
pm and 10 pm. S7, at Theatre Rhino, Call
861-5079.
(¡wen Avery performs r&b. 8 pm, S5 at Artemis
Cafe. Call 821-02.52.
Tune the (itami i p. popular revue of .Icrry H er
man songs, continues; 8:.t0 pm, S12.50 at 1177
Club. Call 776-2101.
Weslia Whitfield's exquisite vocal stylings, 9;30
pm. $6 at Buckley’s Bistro. Call 552-8177.
A fter Hours at the Baybrick. with guest dj David
Ramirez, from 2 am, $5 cover. Call 4.51-8334.

Sunday, March 2
Big Mama’s Talent Show hosted by Steve

Francescon. 4 pm, no cover at Big M am a’s,
Hayward. Call 881-9310.
Brazilian Beal with Chalo Eduardo opens the
new season at the El Rio, 4-8 pm, $6. Call
282-3325.
★

Benefit for [>esbian/Gay Chorus of SF

features an extraordinary line-up of talent, com
ics, singers and the SanFran Transfer, a chorus
ensemble, 7 - 10 pm, $4 donation, at N ’Touch.
Call 441-8413.
Audrey Finer, songwriter, 5;.30-7;30 pm, $5, at
Baybrick Inn. Call 431-83.34.
Malvina Song, evening of music by Malvina
Reynolds; includes film about Reynoids. 8 pm.
$5 at The Farm. Call 826-4290.

M onday, M arch 3
* Don MaeI.ean Award Memorial Comedy
Award nominees battle at a showcase hosted by
lim Samuels, sponsored by the SF Council on
Entertainment; 9 pm, S5 at the Punch I ine Call
474-3801.

Tuesday, M arch 4
Mad Dog promises music, tapes, tonight, runs
through 3/16. 6-8 pm at the Ambush. Call
863.1617.
Tuffy FTdridge plays progressive folk-rock, 7-9
pm, no cover, at Baybrick Inn. Call 431-8.3.54.
The Zuni M an-W om an; .A Traditional (¡ay
Role: slide show on Zuni lluimumi. We-wha,
followed by discussion of Z.uni philosophy of
gender; 7:.30 pm. $3 donation, at Modern Times
Bookstore. Call 282-9246.
Pamela Erickson performs. 8:.30 pm. SI at
N ’Touch. Call 441-8413,
Gay Cable Network presents interview with Sara
Lewenstcin. Phil Ford and Tippi’s Weather
Finale; 9-10 pm. Channel 6. Call 861-0843.

Wednesday, March 5
Benefit Auction for SF Band Foundation, 7-11

pm, at M aud’s. Call 621-5619.
Hunter Davis performs original material from

her new album, Harmonv; 7 pm, no cover, at
Baybrick Inn. Call 431-8334.
Lesbian/Gay Open Poetry Reading, monthly
event for poets to share their work; 7;.30 pm, no
cover at Modern Times Bookstore. Call
282-9246.
SanI'ran Transfer, chorus ensemble debuts. 8
pm. $8 at First U nitarian (also 3/8). Call
556-6496.
Karina Zorn. 8:.30 pm. 1177 Club. Call
776-2101.

The AIDS Home Care
and Hospice Program....

March 7 — 14
Friday, M arch 7
Comedy Cabaret with Femprov. 7-9 pm, no
cover at Baybrick Inn. Call 431-8334.
Jane M oore otfers piano, vocals; 8 pm. $3 at
Artemis Cafe. Call 821-0232.
Comedy Potpourri with Su/y Berger, Doug
Holsclaw, Mario Mondelli; 8 pm. $7 at Theatre
Rhino. Call 861-5079.
Adventures at the Moonlight Lounge, billed as a
vaudeville floorshow, 11 pm. $5 at Channel 181
Nightclub. Call 771-2.393.
Pamela Erickson. 9:30 pm, S6 at Bucklev’s
Bistro. Call 552-8177.

The Critics Choose Fovorites
M onday. M arch 10

* SF Cabaret (¡olds Award (¡ala, Sih :iiiiiii;il
ceremonies; Pai PauKcn emcees, Ann .lillian ac
cepts her “ I ocal Girl Makes G o o d " award.
Z.a/u Pills Orchestra will play, Michael Feinstein
is featured; show goes on at the GiftCenter
Pavilion. Tickets, information call 863-2112.
Crossculliiral (¡ay Poetry and Music features
poets Regina Gabrielle, Sabrina Hernandez.
Tede Matthews; 7:30 pm, donation at Modern
Times Bookstore. Gall 282-9246.

Tue.sday. M arch II
Tuffy Eldridge, see 3 4.
•Aldo Antonin Bell performs. 8:30 pm, SI cover
at N ’Touch. Call 441-8413.
(¡ay Cable Network brings Joan Crawford back
from the dead, Tippi with Crime W'aich, 9-10
pm. Channel 6. Call 861-0843.

Saturday, March 8
Gayle Marie on piano, vocals. 8 pm. $6 at

Artemis Cafe. Call 821-0232.
★ l.eviiation, critically acclaimed comedy by
Timothy Mason about a cynical young writer
who spends a night with the ghosts of his past, in
its West Coast premiere; 8:30 pm. $ 9 -^ 2 , at
Theatre Rhino (also 3/9). Call 861-5079.
Drama from Uranus, live, biweekly social satire.
II pm, $5 at Channel 181 Nightclub. Call
771-2393.
Baybrick after Hours, see 3/1.

Sunday, March 9
The Blazing Redheads play

dance music,
5:30-8:30 pm, $5 cover at Baybrick Inn. Call
431-8334.
Robert Coffman reads from Trum an Capote’s
Answered prayers. 8 pm at Walt Whitman
Bookshop. Reservations call 861-3078.
Sami Gray. 8:30 pm. S7 at 1177 Club. Call
776-2101.
Julie Wilder sings, 8;.30 pm. S6 at Bucklev’s
Bistro. Call 552-8177,
Comedy Night with Doug Holsclaw, Sandy Van.
Danny Williams. 8;30 pm, $ I cover at N’Touch.
Call 441-8413.

W ednesday, M arch 12
Steve and Ellen Seskin, 7 pm, no cover: Sandy
Van for laughs, 9 pm, $5; at Bavbrick Inn. Call
431-8334.
Levitatimi (also 3/13-14). See 3/8.
Kathy Fitzgerald in an encore performance; 9
pm. $6 at Buckley’s Bistro. Call 552-8177.

Art Show Slated
Organizers are seeking contributions for an art
exhibition expressing the community’s feelings
on the AIDS crisis. Artists for Community Life
has announced a call for artwork in all mediums
including video and performance, to be shown
June 15-30, 1986 to coincide with Lesbian/Gay
pride Week. The exhibition will be staged at
CNA/ART, on Fillmore at Waller, with satellite
locations as needed. Send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Artists for Community Life,
c/o 142 Fillmore St., SF, CA 94117 to receive in
structions and an entry form. Completed entry
forms must be received no later than April 15. □

Trivia Quiz Answers

Art: Paintings of Emotion: 15
Paintings from Berlin, showcases
German New Wave; now through
4/5 at the newly opened Artspace
.on Folsom. By appointment.
Call 626-9100.
Pat Steir's turbulent studies of
wave forms straddle abstract,
figurative forms; 3/6 through 4/5
at Fuller Goldeen Gallery.
Call 982-6177.
Marvels of Medieval China:
Song and Yuan Lacquers; 35
prize examples from the
collection span 22 centuries; 3/11
through 8/10 at the Asian Art
Museum. Call 558-2933.
Daniel Phill, SOMA talent and
lyrical abstractionist, shows large
canvases and a variety of work in
other mediums; 3/14 through
4/12 at John Pence Gallery.
Call 441-1138.
Film: Huey Long, documentary
on the Southern demagogue who
had his own peculiar charm; 3/5
through 3/11 at the York
Theatre. Call 282-0316.

Music
SF Contemporary Music Players
present works by Nancarrow,
Wuorinen, a group of 14th
century “ avant-garde”
composers, others; 3/3 at the SF
Museum of Modern Art.
Call 751-5300.

From page 2. 1. (c), 2. (b), 3. (b).

Paul Kos presents “ Sympathetic
Vibrations,” an exploration of
bell-ringing, 3/1 through 3/30 at
Capp Street Project.
Call 552-8866.
SF Chamber Players present a
program that includes the premier
of Bay Area composer David
Carlson’s opera 5eZ/OT//i7/f, 3/2 at
First Unitarian Church.
Call 665-5558.
Early Music Instruments from
the collection are demonstrated
and discussed 3/2 at UC
Berkeley’s Hertz Hall.
Call 642-4864.
Lesbian/Gay Chorus of SF
presents “ This Is Our Country;”
program salutes the richness of
American cultural diversity,
includes medleys from West Side
Story, spirituals, folk music,
Simon and Garfunkel andzl
Chorus Line; 3/5 and 3/8 at First
Unitarian Church. Call 621-7177.
Pump Boys and Dinettes, smash
hit Broadway musical, offers a
blend of country, blues, white
gospel and rockabilly, opens 3/12
at the Curran Theatre.
Call 441-0919.
SF Chamber Orchestra, with
works by Dvorak, Stamitz,
Prokofief, Haydn; 3/15 at Herbst
Theatre, admission free.
Call 558-8006.

Bach’s Schlangentanz, 1984, is at Artspace. See Art.

Kronos Quartet returns with
Donatoni, Schoenberg,
commissioned works by Jan
Morthenson, Terry Riley; 3/14 at
Herbst Theatre. Call 392-4400.
William Finn’s A/iZ/rA of the
Falsettos, innovative musical,
inaugurates the brand new
Zephyr Theatre, 3/14 in a nineweek run. Call 893-2277.
Theatre: Deer Rose, Tony
Pellegrino’s critically acclaimed

synthesis of masks, music and
movement, tells the story of a
young man who returns home to
nurse his dying mother; now
through 3/16 at Theatre Artaud.
Call 621-7797.
The Diary of a Scoundrel,
Alexander Ostrovsky’s preRevolutionary satiric farce, in a
new adaptation, plays Berkeley
Repertory Theatre 3/12 through
4/13. Call 845-4700.

"ONE OF YEAR'S 10 BEST"
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AIDS
HEALTH

^
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P E L L E G K IS O

THEATER ARTAUD

PROJECT

4S0 Floridi St. at 17th San Francisco

PREV IEW S:

G A IA O PEN IN G :

Feb. 14 8i 15
8 30 $6

Feb. 19
8:30 $15

PERFO RM AN CES:
February 20-M arch 16
Thursday and Su n d a y 8 30/$9
Frrday 8:30/$12.
Saturday 5:00 and 8 30/S12

Learn How To:
....is looking for California-certified
home health aides
to care for people with AIDS in their own
homes. Per diem work; benefits included.
Hospice is skilled care and compassionate
support utilizing health professionals and
volunteers to provide a more humane alternative
for people with AIDS.

Hospice of San Francisco
225 r 30th St., San Francisco, CA 94131
(415) 285-5619
Ad space donated

•
•
•
•
•

M anage stress
Enjoy sex safely
Improve general health
Reduce a lco h o l and drug use
C ope w ith A ID S antibody test results

TICKETS Theater
Atlautl Box Office.
BASS. STBS
RESERVATION/
CHARGE BY PHONE

Groups for “W orried W ell", people w ith A IDS
and AIDS Related C onditions. Special groups
forming for w om en, third-world m inorities
and couples.

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR
APPOINTMENT! 626-6637
T h ■^ rr.>ici.l tu n .l.d h , th e San F r a n ele io H ept of I’u blic f le a

R E G E N C Y
Superior accommodations in an
immaculate European style hotel
conveniently located
SAU NA

JACU ZZI

COLO R T V

SU N DECK

B r in g t h is

NOW !

c a rd fo r

Residence Club
Winter Rates
From $99 Per Week
Limited Availability
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621-7797
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$25 - Hot Athlete, Hung Nice
Bill 441-1054. Massage, etc.
(MA-5)

Classifieds
Strictly Personal
TEDDY BEAR DREAMS
It you are looking for someone
sppi lal, read on Very good looking
(So Tm told) Italian Teddy Bear. 26.
6'3". 190 lbs., moustache, brovyn
hair and eyes, financial district pro
fessional is looking for a romantic,
caring man who IS not intothe'G ay
Circuit ". I enjoy theatre, dining out.
entertaining at home, travel
(e s p e c ia lly w eeken d trip s ),
fireplaces and champagne I have
worked hard to meet my career
goals and now would like to share
them. I am most attracted to
moustached, furry, handsome men
around my age with a good sense of
humor and similar interests A gym
built body is not as important as a
warm heart (even a little chubby is
O.K.) To find out more, send a letter
and photo to 2269 Market. Box 255.
San Francisco. CA 94114
(P-4)
Wanted Hot Hung Harry Tops
G/B/M 39. 57", 130 lbs., with
smooth buns needs deep plowing
long lasting huge hung white tops
to fill my hot hungry hold. Con
doms please. Serious only,
282-8940.
(P-7)
WANT HOT BUNS 4 FUN
Seeking young, spirited, healthy,
slender bottom stud for hot, safe,
slightly rough sex, fantasy ex
ploration. Want to strap you down,
rip off your t-shirt, twist your tits,
tie-up your balls, make you sweat,
then slam into you with my cock
(condomized). Am 30. trim, 5 7 ”,
goodlooking, well-hung, horny top.
Seeking longterm playmate. Send
detailed reply, photo to SUSA, Box
763.
(P-5)
Look Sweet 16?
Slim lover wanted 18-19, who looks
younger. Too young to get into bars?
Too young to shave? Share love and
fun with caring, mature, gentle man
45. 57", 160 lbs., glasses. Any race
OK. Inexperienced OK. Like respect,
equality, nature, computers, heated
swimming pool, walking by the
ocean, really getting to know each
other, being very affectionate? Call
585-4335 9 am -11 pm. No phone sex.
Follow the safe sex guidelines. (P-13)
Pagan/Occult Friends Wanted
W/M Scorpio, 42, seeks those
seriously interested in developing,
nurturing, supporting, sharing
with others, increasing awareness
expanding potentiai instead of be
ing spiritually closeted. Let's ac
tualize our gifts and strengthen
our talents in these troubled
tim es! Social In teractio n is
necessary for the Pagan communi
ty to grow! Priestly studies in
clude:
A n c ie n t
E gyp tian
Religion/Art/Language, Astrology,
Herbal Magic. Pen-pals/aware
mundanes weicome. Box 5233,
San Francisco, CA 94101-5233.
(P-5)
Big Fella Craves Discipline
Husky guy, goodlooking, late 30's,
needs TT, CBT, bondage, corporal
punishment, etc. from inteliigent,
affectionate father figure. Usually
prefer thickset men in their 40’s or
50's, but a dominant attitude and
total commitment to safe sex are
more important than outward ap
pearances. Would like a longterm
relationship eventually, but a
mutually fulfilling encounter will
do for now. Are you out there, dad
dy? Write SUSA, Box 762.
(P-5)

MUTUAL BENEFITS
Perpetually horny W/M wishes to
meet select men for erotic, safesex encounters. Enjoy massage,
J/0, explicit language, video porn,
exhibitionism and other healthy
activities. I'm attractive. 34 yrs.. 6
ft. 160# and always in the mood.
Good-looking men turn me on, but
no attitude, please. Drop a line,
with photo if possible, to: Brad:
P C. Box 4243. Walnaut Creek, CA
94596(P-4)

LET’S EXPLORE TOGETHER
WANTED: A fun-loving, young
companion eager to explore the
mysteries of the world around us.
Together we ll hear new sounds,
see new vistas, experience new
emotions We ll laugh together, cry
together and. hopefully, love
together Yet. we will respect our
private needs for space and in
dependence
I'm a warm, sensitive 45-yearold. taking a "sabbatical" from a
long-term primary relationship. I'm
too young to iet iife close in around
me. too settled to begin this
odyssey alone.
You're open, easy-going, affec
tionate. intelligent and not depen
dent on drugs or alcohol
To explore this further, please
write to John. P.O. Box 2724.
Saratoga. CA 95070. Photo ap
preciated. i promise a quick reply
by return mail or telephone
(P 4)
NO B.S.
Just too good to be true! Imagine:
Professional, very goodlooking, it.
hair, blond moustache, blue eyes,
5'7'/î", 25, a hot tight body that
won’t quit, cute tight butt, thick
cock, warm, ioving, sincere and
monogamist. I don’t drink, smoke,
take drugs, not promiscuous, not
into the scene, and wiil love and
spoil you through and through ab
solutely to death. Baby, make me
melt: a man that’s 25-40, 5’8" -k,
very hand so m e, m u scu lar,
masculine, dark hair, seductive,
aggressive, hung like a trojan,
warm, loving and sincere, can’t
keep his hands off me and wanting
to give as much in a relationship. If
you fit the above and your ready to
be attacked, molested, and loved
by this cute little hunk forever,
write me now with a picture! SUSA,
Box 764.
(P-5)
Bisexual Couples
G/W/M, 36, 5’9", 170 lbs., seeks
bisexual M/F couples to initiate
him into bisexual fantasies and
fun. Bob, 864-3474 before 7 pm.
(P-6)
HOT TOP WANTED
for regular good safe sex. ME:
GWM, 35, professional, 5’8", 150
lbs., brn.-blonde/brn., considered
cute, definite horny bottom. YOU:
18-30, attractive, masculine, horny,
totally-top, see this as a better way
of meeting than the bars, and are
serious about regular fun sex.
(Sure I’d like more, but have to start
somewhere.) Let’s talk and ar
range to meet to check out the
erotic chemistry. Joe 549-9826.
(P-5)
Daytime Fantasies
Looking for a regular partner to
work out our fantasies. Levis?
Leather? versatile. Got a lover? I’m
very discrete and available! Home
deliveries a speciality. Safe & hot
sex. I’m 36. 6'1". 165’. hung with
hot buns, young, inxp. & very ex
perienced OK. Bay Area. Send
Photo for mine. Mark. SUSA 757.
(P-4)
EXECUTIVES
Young goodlooking blond student
blue eyes butch guy with muscles
seeks financial help and an on go
ing friendship with sincere man in
capable position. I’m honest and
appreciative — ideal position is
regular get togethers for dinner,
fun in exchange for salary. Write
about yourself and your expecta
tions to Eddy: 2336 Market St„ No.
25,San Francisco,CA94114. (P-6)

Black Top Wanted
Very attractive GWM. 44, 5'11". 150
lbs., brown hair (some gray), green
eyes with hard, nautilus defined,
swimmer type, body needs domi
nant, hung, black top for long, hot,
safe, sessions. I have a small, firm,
hot butt that loves to entertain an
attractive, strong, energetic black
top. Reply w/photo to SUSA, Box
760.
(P-5)
Are You Ready?
34, 6'2”, blonde, very blue eyes,
hairy chest, work and gym toned. I
love to talk, laugh & care. I haven’t
learned all life’s lessons but want
to grow with a man whose dick is
connected to a heart and brain,
confident enough to be vulnerable
and imaginative. Communication
is paramount. I prefer men with littie body hair in great shape
without drugs. Photo - SUSA Box
761.
(P-5)
STUDENT WANTED
I will provide all of your needs until
you graduate in exchange for your
gratitude, loyalty and love. George.
P.O. Box 31801. San Francisco, CA
94131.
(P-5)
Leather Master Seeks Slave
Goodlooking GWM leatherman,
biker, 34, 6 ’1", 175 lbs., brn/brn
seeks totally submissive goodlooking trim GWM slave willing to
serve. Slave must be 18-38 into
safe cock sucking, condomed
fucking, S/M, B/D, WS, CBT play,
and more. Let’s see how good you
can grovel at my feet while licking
my boots. Inexperienced may ap
ply. Photo gets same. Tom, P.O.
Box 488, 584 Castro St., San Fran
cisco, CA 94114-2588.
(P-5)
Man to Man
Good Looking Masculine Italian
Guy, late 30's - good athletic body
-I- hung, seeks a similar man 30-50
able to spend time getting to know
each other and working toward a
permanent relationship. Particular
turn ons; masculine men, big dicks
+ affection. Call eves. Mon thru Fri
7 to 10 pm. Ric 653-4545.
(P-4)

Top Men Wanted
Horny bottom man into ass play,
FF, lite S&M, B&D, and affection. I
am 6’, 180 lbs., and 48. Interes.ted
men call Robert (415) 552-4809. No
phone sex please.
(P-5)
Are you hung huge?
At least 9 " - very thick, straight or
downward? Yes? I want you! Pre
fer over 40. intelligent. Race, looks
unimportant, bi O.K. Possible rela
tionship (prefer 1 on 1) - if the
chemistry works. I'm a decent in
telligent w/m, 40's. 5’10 ", 165. s/p
hair, green eyes. 7" medium-pretly,
goodlooking (they say), masculine,
discrete, and healthy. Expert deep
throat (suck slave my favorite trip),
F/P. G/P (mostly). Looking for a
good man (men?) (or long sensual
sessions. Light drugs, moderate
alcohol and smoke O K. Interests
include chess, metaphysics, film,
food and more. Please send tele
phone number, photo (if possible)
to Rob. PO. Box 5094, SF., CA
94101.
(P-4)

French Passive?
French active expert, health con
scious. would like to spend some
lime between your legs. Me: 37.
white, average looks, good body
Hot hands and hot mouth will do It
as you like You: 18 45. any race,
good body, cut or uncut In
terested? Drop me a note. All
replies answered. SUSA. Box 758
(P-4)

Are You The One?
Cozy cabin along Russian River is
looking for another GWM ■30ish -to
putter around the place and bring
|oy, happiness, and life to my lovestarved. lonely owner He's lops
and a bottom would fit nicely into
the place My owner is a GWM, 49.
6'1 ". 185 lbs . well built, goodlooking. and lonely. Call David (707)
869-3509 (leave message) or write
to: David. P O. Box 249. Rio Nido.
Calif 95471.
(P-4)

Co/respond
Goodlooking professional man.
36. 6 . 170#. blond hair, beard
green eyes Interests include an in
satiable curiosity about people,
buddhisi spirituality and practice,
touch and bodywork, dance.
Nautilus, hiking, other cultures
and periods of history, and most
things Japanese I live in rural
Sonoma County, avoid alcohol,
cigarettes, and other drugs:
cultivate honesty in myself and my
friendships: and love a good time.
Turned on by dark and hairy men,
but increasingly leery of my projec
tions and more open to surprise.
So surprise me. Reply Boxholder.
P.O. Box 70, Kenwood, CA 95452.
(P-4)

DADDY TYPE
White male 48, 6'1". 170#, slender,
attractive, sensitive, brn. hair,
beard, blue eyes. I seek a layed
back guy younger than myself who
enjoys dining out. weekend trips,
being made love to. JO. Tit-Play. Bi
sexual OK, Romantic. Prefer you to
be masculine, wanting and need
ing someone you can respect, not
over-weight, hung, sincere. Piease
call me after6 pm at 474-3042. (P-4)
Lets Get Wet Together!?!
I'm healthy and health conscious |
GA/V/M 30, 135 ibs., into W/S in our 1
tight levis, uniforms, and/or
sometimes diapers. Will corres
pond, share photos and maybe
meet those with mutual desire.
Want to hear about your W/S fan
tasies! Write. Boxholder, P.O. Box
4432. San Francisco, CA 94101.
(P-4)

Seeking W/M 18-25?
Special g/w/m 33, 5’10". 210,
brown/blue good looking, gr/pas.
seeks romantic guy with good
looks, trim body, well hung, and
good heart. Friendly, good sense
of humor, honest and sincere to
build a permanent relationship.
Not into drugs. Phone/photo to
1647 Willow Pass Road, Suite 269,
Concord, CA 94520. If you are look
ing for a one of a kind guy. then
here I am.
(P-4)
G/W/M/45, 6’2”. 190#, Professionai
seeks a man 18 to 45 to buiid a
monogamous relationship with- I
enjoy a man with a senseof humor,
intelligence, and ability to cope
with life. I’m not into bars, drugs, or
tobacco. Any race OK. I'm french
active/passive and affectionate. I
want someone that I can respect,
and be equal with me getting to
know each other, being very affec
tionate. Call Emery 864-3143 7 pm
to 11 pm.
(P-4)

864-2430.
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■ R e n ta l
$500 — LARGE
SUNNY STUDIO &
Kitchen Nook
View, Hardwood Floors,
Cable, Transportation
600 Fell St., San Francisco

(415) 626-2041
San Lrancivto'v Premicrt- (luoi lliM-t

B a c h e lo r
F lat
Luxurious Room>
Full Breakfasts • Sundn k
Private Baths • ( olor I v

$25

p t r pcr>oM
d b l. ocLup.

V(alk to Downtown. Pnik
Castro. Folsom. Open« Hotivv
Symphony Hall

4lS 626-0574
Box % .
I 1800 Market St.
I SFCA 9*4102

Bunkhousellpts.
Ofllcc: 419 Ivy Street
San Francisco
M on.-Fri. 1-S PM
Or By Appointm ent
Com m ercial Space
Available for Retail

$4 0 .0 0

DAVID 957-9715

4 1 9 lv y # 4
2B.R.
$ 5 0 0 .0 0
562Hayes#7
IB.R. $ 4 5 0 .0 0
501 Octavia#l0 3B.R. $ 6 5 0 .0 0

(MA-21,

JOHNSON j
IWlOVIWG'

S tove, refrigerator, car
pets and curtains included.
First and last m onths rent
required. No deposits. All
references checked. Must
be em ployed.

(415)459-5616

863-6262
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Roommate
Healthy person with K.S. seeks lov
ing, supportive and spiritual peo
ple to share a living space. Healing
begins when we love and connect
with our Godself within, peace, joy,
love and light are the only way to
go! I'm very much into life and
healing myself. Would like to
share. Also into natural cooking.
Hatha Yoga, visualizing, gym
nastics, badminton, loving friends
and — oh, I almost forget —
p ho to g rap h y!
P lease
call
Christopher at 626-4617.
(R-6)
"FRENCH AT HEART”
too men and women athletes of
the French delegation to Gay
Games II (Aug. 8-Aug 18. 86) need
adoptive homes for the duration of
the games. If interested in this
c u ltu ra l exch an g e c o n ta c t:
"FRANCE " c/o Housing Director.
Gay Games II. 526 Castro Street.
San Francisco. CA 94114. (415)
861-8282. “A TASTE OF FRANCE"
(R-7)

A Sentinel Classified
Gets Results
CAL PllC » T H Z B '.
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ROOMMATE
PWARC 43 would like to meet
another person interested in a
share rental living situation based
on friendship and mutual support
Once we agree on the area a
resonably priced 2 bedroom apart
ment will be located. Some of my
interests include meditation selfdiscovery, reading, cooking,
movies, etc. No drugs, alcohol or
tobacco. If 35 or over and interestedcall Rob431-0382.
(R-4)
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BIOGENICSSteroid Replacement System
Legal, sale, non-pr escr i pt i on

—
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SF Rent loo HiqhT Good building
good area. Oak 1 Bedroom $495 +
deposit Pool, parking, manager
laundry near BRTdwn 547 1928
?68 1558
|FR-20l

SPECIALIZED GYM
INSTR U C TIO N
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P.O. Boh 369, Lake 2urlch, I I 60047
(BOO) 633-6969 (24 hr. toll tree!
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PHONE HOME specializes in
Telephone Installations for your
Home or Small Business at a price
you can afford Whether you simply
need an extra jack in your kitchen, a
PBX or Multi line system for your
business, or a Cellular car phone
Out charge for service is substantial
Iv less than what you'd pay
elsewhere. Call (415) 824-4004 for a
cuole and mention this ad lor an ad
ditional 10“o discount off parts and
labor

U ’t= u ' C Z i l Z i L c e
Our 66 page Mail Order Catalog of
ters an unrivaled selection of
Telephone and Answering Ma
chines, as well as hard to find ac
cessories Includes Designer and
Feature Phones by Panasonic. TeleQuest. PhoneMate and more. Send
$2 OOto PHONE HOME, 1600 Castro
St.,SF/CA94114.
IS 15)

EXPERT PIANO TUNING
I also repair regulate evaluate
and re-siring pianos luones
carefully matched and rejilacod II
you ;ire thinking of tiuying a piano I
can help you find a good one
Call
TRICKS OF THE TRADE
(415) 864-4981
INCOME TAX RETURNS
Personal & Business Financial
Services
Nick Weller
566-0670
(S-71

For S a l e
A CLEAN CAR
AUTO DETAILING - MOBILE SER
VICE, Quality Work / Quality Pro
ducts. Klasse Polish & Glaze
Sealant. HP 303 Protectant. (Both
available for purchase.) Robert
John Faragasso 775-8267.
(S-5)
HOUSE SITTING
Businesswoman desires house sit
ting Give your self peace of mind
while away - Clean and Tidy - nonsmoker. Excellent with your
a n im a l frie n d s and plants.
References. 621-3767 (mornings).
Please leave message on tape.
Can be now or in the future.
(S-5)

■ Job W a n t e d
FIN A N CIA L
PROBLEM S?
BAN KRU PTC Y
CHAPTER 13

f a n iMTiAi coNSui ia non
WITH iXPSaiiNClO ATtORNiY

864-0368
vV.e’er R Nelson Law O/.'iCf

T h e i’ ro ressio n als"

(415) 929-8609
(415) 469-8072
We can move your office, home or apt. at affordable rates.
Fully insured, provide free estimates and packing sves.

MODELS NEEDED
SAVAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
San Francisco's leading gay
studio. IS looking for models for
fashion, advertising and porno
assignments Please call
626-2610
(0 arrange a test session
(JO-6)
LEARN SPANISH
Are you interested in taking
Spanish lessons? A Spanish
speaking person is the best to
learn from — this tutor with a lot of
experience in teaching Spanish
will teach you the language. You
might need Spanish for many
reasons, your job, travel or just to
learn your new language. You learn
fast, easy and in a fun way. Call
PROFESOR 587-2216.
(JW-5)

★

Classifieid Orider Form

Established 1975
Your Private M ail Service

'^LIBERTY

RENT-A-BOX^

C ateg o ry :

495 Ellis Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

Jf

LOVER WANTED:
A ttra c tiv e
hom ebody
gay
businessman, 41 seeks a lover. He
should be 25 to 40 and have pa
tience, time & interest to develop a
serious no-nonsense relationship.
No drugs & a non-smoker, please. I
like theatre, films, show-tunes,
video and candlelit dinners. Tell
me about yourself. Write Bill: Box
3583. SF., CA 94119 or call
695-2745.
(P-4)

2 M onths FREE
with yearly rate!
★

ir

tn lP g ra m s

NEED A
POST OFFICE BOX?

Jf

We have Boxes available
IMMEDIATELY
Cneck mail by pbone — FREE

Months
Months
Months
Months

$ 5.00
$12.00
$19.00
$35.00

or
or
or
or

S2.50
$3.00
$2.72
$2.50

per
per
per
per

m onth'
m onth'
m onth'
month!

p a r r P is v ir fU P S P I-

.p h o to r . o p i P S 1 0 c .

11 am to 7 pm — Mon. thru Sat.

N am e:

A ddress:

If

Phone:

City: ----

If

C o m p u te y o u r cost:

fi

.25

Jf

SUSA Box 2 M os.

)f

SUSA Box + F o rw a rd in g

a

$5.00

T otal A m ount;

★

★

★

/ $10.00

SUSA s u b sc rip tio n 6 Mos. / $15 (X)

3f
If

(C orner o f Elhs & L e a v e n w o rth )

A d d itio n a l W ords

S ta te

Zip

P e r s o n a l P o lic y : S e n ti n e l USA e n c o u r a g e s y o u to p l a c e a d s t h a t a re liv e ly , c r e a tiv e
a n d h e a lth - c o n s c io u s . W e r e s e r v e t h e rig h t to e d it o r re je c t a n y a d w h a ts o e v e r .
D e a d lin e for a l l c la s s if ie d a d v e r t is i n g is n o o n th e S a tu r d a y p rio r to p u b lic a tio n .

70 W o r d s '// SIO.OO

SUSA s u b sc rip tio n 12 Mos.

771-3305
★

H e a d lin e :

I Text:

Thf.rr. rfrp no long wails nodflays noPxrusPS Wp tpcpivp anrt
loM for pirkijp or (orwarr) an ;,osial matfpr Wp rPcpivp

★

M a il to SUSA, 500 H a y e s S t„ S .F .. CA 94102.

★ SPECIAL SIGN UP RATES ★ ★ ★
2
4
7
14

★

Are You a Professional
Masseur?
Half my regulars are. Trained, cer
tified. caring, experienced. In the
Castro. 75 minutes, nonsexual.
$25. Call to am - to pm. Jim

^ E L A X

TALL DARK HANDSOME
Ita lia n , Hung Big, W ill give
massage in all the right places.
Horny all the time.
Call 775-7184 John.
(MA-14,

1st M onth FREE!

Hot Holes Wanted
E Bay. SF or Sacto areas. Travel
ing uninhibited guy 47, loves to ex
plore great buns with hot rear
French, dildoes. FF or whatever
turns your hole on W/S too. Disc.
Tel # to P.O. Box 5214. Concord, CA
94524.
(P -4)

FOR LEASE
LUXURY 3 BR 3 BATH PENTHOUSE. Patio. Bayview. 2 car
garage, near BART & AC. 15
minutes from SF Financial Dist .24
hour security Tennis Court. Pool.
Grocery. Dell. Gateway Condos.
Albany. 555 Pierce. EXIT I 80.
S1975 00 month. 415/822-8600. Jim.
(R 41

WITH A C E R T IF IE D MASSEUR

M assage

★

DHARMASSAGE
a space for heavenly bodies.
$35/in. Call Joseph 771-5572.
(MA-5)

Massage Extraordinaire
Sensual loving massage . . . .
Nude, yet safe! Relax and enjoy my
sensitive, caring hands, anytime!
David, 668-5284. Student discount
with school I.D. Women welcome.
(MA-5)

Sentinel Type & Camera
415 861-8100

SERVICE STOP
You are a goodlooking, heaithy
white top whose thick tasty uncut
meat needs long oral sessions by a
hot goodlooking pro in good shape
and health. No reciprocation
wanted. 5 to8 pm is best. My place.
Twin Peaks. If you are not serious
when you call, you will never know
the reality of How Good It Is. Tom
285-4196.
(P-4)

BALD? CREW CUT?
This GWM, 31,6 ’2”. 185 lbs., seeks
a sincere, warm, genuine guy,
25-45, who would like to embark on
a serious relationship. You should
be bald or balding, have a crew cut
or just short hair. Other physical
concerns unimportant, i’m a nonsmoker, iight drug user and light
drinker. My interests include
music, art, films, cooking and
travel. Sexually flexible but follow
safe sex guidelines. Write SUSA,
Box 759.
(P-4)

Massage Exchange and
Friendship
Warm W/M 36. 6'2 ". 170 lbs.,
smooth, trim, blue eyes, seeks thin
or slender guy 18-38 for massage
exchange and genuine, nonsexual
friendship. Also wish to share
mutual interests; some of mine:
swimming, psychology, songwrit
ing, Buddhist meditation, mild
spanking. Asian culture, hugging.
Any race OK. Please write Bob,
P C, Box 14794, San Francisco, CA
94114.
(MA-5)

$650 & $700 1 & 2 BDRM beautifully
turn Of unturn large Victorian apts
by Alamo Square Excellent parking City view Must see to appre
cíate 567-8543 ,
(R-5)

Soothing Hands
Will give you the velvet touch — to
relax and ease the stress and ten
sion of daily life. You owe it to
yourself. Mr. G. A black mature
masseur. $25 an hour ■ eve.
weekdays • all day weekends.
621-3319. Spiritual - sensuous
-erotic.
(MA-6)

Are You My Mishma?
Attractive GWM, 25, 6', 145 lbs.,
seeks man of Asian extraction for
possibie relationship. My likes:
sincerity, intelligence, cuddling,
candle light, fine wine, dancing,
movies, quiet times, party times,
humor and making love, (not
necessarily in that order) Let’s
have a cup of coffee. Send letter,
photo (returnable, gets mine) and
phone number to Greg, 495 Eliis
St..Suite204.SF.CA94102.
(P-4)

A ll s e r v ic e s a re p r iv a te a n d c o n f id e n t ia l '
Tight Round And Hairy
Good looking blond, hot. hung 30s.
5'11 ", athletic, moustache, swim
mers build wants good looking,
masculine well built men over 5’7"
with hairy body, strong trim hairy
legs and tight, round hot hairy butt.
Evenings. 776-7472
(P 4)

YOU DESERVE THE BEST!
Healing Hands Give the Massage
YOU Want. Handsome Blonde
Masseur Offers Excellent Service
Relaxing • Invigorating — Sensual
$30 in / $45 Out
ATHLETES: relax those tense
muscles after a work-out at the
gym.
PROFESSIONALS: relieve stressrelated tension in neck and
shoulders after a hard day's work
LOVERS: surprise your sweetheart
,viih a gift of massage!
CALL TODAY FOR AN
APPOINTMENT
STEVEN 221-9916 -10 am -10 pm
(MA-6)

STRONG HANDS — DEFT TOUCH
Thorough, responsive meridian
and muscle work $20 00 adiaceni
Opera House CerutieO Thomas
552-4813.
iM A5i

'a

$20.00

M eth o d of P a y m e n t:
C h eck
F I M aste rC ard V isa •
E x p ira tio n D ate:

Sentinel

DO CONDOMS
STOP THE SPREAD
OF AIDS?
Researchers at UCSF recently
proved that condoms can greatly
reduce the risk of spreading or
contracting AIDS. Research had
previously shown that condoms
can stop gonorrhea, syphilis,
herpes simplex and CMV viruses.
And now we know that condoms
can definitely stop the AIDS
virus as well.

U N SA F E S E X P R A C T IC E S

A n a l intercourse without a
condom is probably the riskiest
sexual activity you can engage in.

Vaginal Intercourse
Without Condom

Epidemiologists believe this
is the most common way of
transmitting the AIDS virus.
The anal canal contains almost
no immunological defenses.
Human anal tissue is richly
supplied with blood vessels and
is surprisingly fragile. Small
tears open tiny paths to the
bloodstream. The passive partner
is exposed to preseminal fluid,
which may contain the virus,
and to semen, a fluid that can
transmit large quantities of
the virus.
A ctive partners aren't safe
either.

People who were exclusively
“tops” have contracted AIDS,
just as they have contracted
other sexucdly transmitted
diseases like syphilis and
gonorrhea.
Condoms can stop the virus.

Anal sex with a condom is
still considered “possibly safe’.’
Condoms can break. Condoms
may fall off. It takes some
practice to use them correctly.

Anal Intercourse
Without Condom
Rimming
Fisting
Blood Contact
Sharing Sex Toys or Needles
Semen or Urine in Mouth

’ H.IV A rr.i P hvM ru m for Hurrun Rights

But properly used, condoms
drastically reduce your risk of
spreading or contracting AIDS
in anal (or oral) sex.
''But condoms reduce
sensitivity!*

Condoms don’t reduce sensi-'
tivity so much as they change
the sensation. Many people learn
to enjoy it, some prefer it. Others
like the longer-lasting effect.
"But condoms are
embarrassing!*

Condoms are embarrassing
only because they’re a new and
different aspect of our changing
sexuality during this epidemic.
Condoms can easily become just
another erotic toy. Condoms are
inexpensive and readily avail
able. You’ll quickly get over
your embarrassment. Learn to
use them.
"But i f I haven*t gotten A ID S
yet, I m ust be immune!*

There is no medical justifica
tion for the idea of an immunity

to the AIDS virus. It’s just
wishful thinking. The extent
of re-exposure to the virus may
make the difference between
being infected without becoming
ill, and actually coming down
with AIDS. Besides, what about
your partner’s health? Or our
community’s health?
Properly used, condoms
effectively reduce the risk of
contracting or spreading disease
for both active and passive
partners. Anal intercourse with
out them is far too dangerous
for both partners.
Let*s end all Unsafe S e x
practices in San Francisco until
this epidemic is over.

Let’s protect one another.
There may be nothing we can do
about our past. There is a great
deal we can do about ourfuture.
Let’s stop the spread of this
disease in our community.

AIDS'

FO U N D A TIO N '

THE SAN FRANCISCO
AIDS FOUNDATION

333 Valencia St. 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-863-AIDS
Toll free in
Northern California:
800-FOR-AIDS
TDD: 415-864-6606

